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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes a new tool used to model the 
organization, processes and performance of complex 
hierarchical systems. The integrated modeling and 
development environment (!MADE) incorporates many concepts 
of currently used structured analysis methodologies, but 
adds additional information, accuracy, and capabilities to 
the system model. To achieve a significant performance 
improvement over current modeling methodologies IMADE 
creates an automated environment with multiple modeling 
perspectives, multiple perspective diagrams, an integrated 
' 
data dictionary system, and the potential to support 
simulation of the model. The IMADE system captures three 
perspectives of the tasks or processes that occur in complex 
systems. Diagrams are available for each of the three 
perspectives. An integrated data dictionary supplies 
additional information and facilities required to perform 
statistical analysis of the modeling components present in 
the model. The implementation of the !MADE system presents 
many challenges and opportunities to the system developer. 
Expert system technology, heuristic planning concurrent 
processing, high resolution graphics and advanced user 
interfaces are areas that will need to be incorporated into 
the implementation of a successful !MADE modeling system. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
We are living in the information age, the computer has 
literally revolutionized the way we work, communicate, and 
express ideas. The reduced cost and increased capacity of 
computer hardware has resulted in the application of 
computer technology to. problems and processes that were 
• previously difficult o.r impossible to $Olve or perform. 
The fully integrated manufactur.ing facil-ity is an examp:·l.e o.f. 
th.is new type of application, possible due to the use O·f 
computer technology. 
New a._pp:lication possibi1i·t:ies; are incr.ea-s.·ing· :the 
-
.oom.p·lexity of integrated systems and creatin.g a need for 
', 
\. 
·t_o-0·1.s· that :c·an be used to develop and aid in tne 
·unge:rsta.11.ding of.: coinplex systems. The manually orien.ted 
methodologies c-urre·-ntly ,a.vailable for .oreat.in·g: and .anc1lyz1n.g 
.. ·· . --· 
models .o·f :such ·sys:te111s· ·a·re rapidly peco_m.ipg ina·a.eg,.:.tat·e. 
'I'h_i·S thesis proposes a new methodol:ogy for- c-reati:ng· ·and 
maint-a;in.ing models of compl.ex systems,· -by defining an 
·Integrated Modeling And Development Environment (IMADE) . 
'!'he IMADE system preserves ·t·he ·structured approach of 
earlier methodologies but facilit.a.tes: t:he modeling :_proo.e·s.s: 
by capturing additional informatio11 qfid archite:ctura·1 
structure. The automated environment of I:MADE has been ..
d..evelop·ed to faci.l .. it.at.e rap.id- transfer of information 
beot;ween the user· a:nd the compu-ter system-. The IMADE· s·ystem 
: . 
·• 
.2 
creating and maintaining the multitude of relationships 
required in a complete system model. 
A complete implementation of the IMADE system will 
represent a major improvement over the capabilities of 
manually operated modeling methodologies. With continued 
research and development !MADE has the potentia.l to be able 
to provide modeling capabilities that cover all aspects of 
an integrated manufacturing system, from the high-level 
\ plant architecture to a robot control system. !MADE also 
has the capability to model other types of complex systems, 
outside the manufacturing area such as economic systems. 
·This thesis describes the proposed !MADE system and is 
organized as follows. 
Chapter one describe.s -the size and :$dope o.f: th•e effort, 
·requi:red to model complelC systems and shows the m·ot-iv:ati-011 
b:eh:ind t·he.· creation of the !MADE sys·.t·em.- It also introduces· 
the major co·ncepts and de.finitions· requ:t.red to unders-.t:a:nd. 
t-ne· ideas presented in the later cha·pters. 
Chapter two, d·iscusses existing methodologies that 
:P:tovided guidance and insight in defining the !MADE syste.111. 
Th·e ._li.mitation-s and problems inherent in the existing 
meth·od.ol·ogies a1o.ng with the so.1-uti.on-s found in !MADE are. 
also di-cussed in chapter two~ 
A detailed description Q:t· the !MADE s_ystem is provided 
in: ·ch·apters ·tnree: and four o·f t·h-is thesi-s. Chapter three 
·des·crib~is the. ·s·cope and capabilities of· each.- modeling 
·c·omponen.t -used in !MADE. Whereas chapt.fa:t: fou·r provides. a·n 
3 
in-depth view of the organization and details of the 
functions available in the IMADE system. Chapter five 
presents a view of the high-level architecture of the 
proposed IMADE system implementation using the IMADE 
methodology itself. Chapter five also provides projactions 
:o.f the! resources required to. s.u·pport the !MADE env·it-onment 
and offers suggestions on,; th:e implementation of- ,the IMADE 
system. 
Th·e thesis is conc:luded by summariz·in·g. the major 
. 
·c.o,nc··ept-$· presented in earlier .chapters· and presents fut:1tre 
·possibilities and res·earch that would enhan·ce ·the: 
effectiveness. o'.f: -the IMADE system. 
CHAPTER 1 
MOTIVATION FOR DEVELOPING THE IMADE SYSTEM 
The development of IMADE was undertaken due to many 
factors, however, the most important is that current 
, 
methodologies lack the ability to model hierarchical 
systems. It is the view of the author and researchers ~t 
Lehigh University· tb.a.t hierarchical systems are not just a 
convenience of :n_otation, rather hierarchical cons:tructs are, 
naturally occurring phenomena that :mu.st be ·mo.ae·led in 
complex systems. Another factor mot·ivati·ng· the IMADE eff._o-rt. 
is t_he inadequate tools available to help -aut·omate the 
:model.ing process. Even though automatad. versions of the 
exist:Lng methodologies are b.ecoming availa:ble, Auto I DEF, 
:s·:PECIF,. and others [ 2 4] the .aut.o:ma.tio-n ·o:f· systems designeg 
t:'Q be· .manu:al typically ig·no.rt.~s s:ignificant detail .of the t:he 
model and i:s thus inco~mp·lete. architecture of $ystem.s -still 
exists. 
:1.- l. THE MAGNITUDE OF EF·~QRT REQUIRED Tb BUILD A USE.FOL MODEL 
' 
. 
. . 
Lehigh University has had sever.al e~_periences creating 
.. 
an,d analyzing models of complex manufact-uring systems,.. ·The: 
I 
details of these activities are described in the pape·r ·by· 
Nagel, Krenz and Shelly [20']. An excerpt of that pap·e.:r i,s:: 
pre.sented here to. ·prov-ide a feel for the magnitude .,of a 
:1·arge s.ca:1e moci.¢-li,:r,.g· e.f:fort-., 
:5. 
"The company in question is a manufacturer of large scale vehicles with annual revenues of 
approximately 450 million dollars. The company's 
manufacturing facility employs approximately 2700 people and involves approximately two million square feet of manufacturing space under roof. The objective 
of Lehigh's interaction with this manufacturer was to provide technical leadership in the development of the plant's future shop floor communications system. This 
communications system was not only to perform 
traditional labor and material tracking functions, but 
was to also handle the down loading of graphical information and the down loading and up loading of part programs. In addition to these basic functions, the 
system was to interface with the corporate production planning and control system (MRP II system) and various 
existing and proposed real-time local area networks 
embedded within machine cells and flexible 
manufacturing systems (FMSs)." [20] 
In this pr:.ojec·t ju-st: ··the factory floor and supporting 
~-rea,s were in·cl·ud.ed tn t_he model. Much of the plant and the 
:r.e:mainder of the .corporation's activit_ies were no.t modeled. 
·The effort described: -above used a. modified version of the 
e.x·i_sting methodo.logy d~scribed by De Marco [ 11] • Prob·lems . 
. encountered wi·th t:he mode:ling_ m-ethodology ~re .pres.enteq 
·below. 
1,.,1_ .•. 1 D~if--·fictrl.t_ies ±:n· obtaining important d-ata· contained ih ! large system 
:To :d.$.Velop a mod·e1 in this environ.ment,. using the fir_s:t 
·.ge.p~~ati.on L·ehigh., modeli_ng methodol.ogy, two. ·too·1s were use·d 
t·o he·lp autQ1nat~ the mod:e-li-ng p·roces$.- A graphic data flow 
diagram edi·tor ''DFD :DRAW" [ 12] and a ·re·la-tional -d·ata system 
"DBASE !;II" [10]. The use of these too·ls aided the model 
const-ructi·on and maintenance, but s-i.nce they are not 
·integrated, much effort wa.s: ;r:;-~qµirec:i t.o ke·ep the to·o:.l:s 
6 
reconciled with each other. 
The actual gathering of data required the full time 
·e.,£forts of six people from Lehigh and the half time efforts 
·:of four people from the company being studied for three 
.months. This effort resulted in the collection of over 150::0: 
8 1/2 11 X 11 11 sheets of paper. This is equivalent. 'to. close 
to 2,25 megabytes of data and does not include the storage 
,-s'pace required to ke-ep the data flow diagrams that were 
.genera.1:ed. The mod.el itself contained between four :and: s,ix-
:de:tail levels. A high.-leve·l analysis of the first. ·1.evel 
required an additional. month of manual and comp~ter 
• processing. 
rr:tier·e wher~. :many problems encoun·ter·e:d- whi'l.e. ·coll·-ecting 
t:he d:at·a' -for th-i.s·. project. The method u:se·q. :tc:,,: collect the 
:da-ta requir·ed ·interviewing over 100 p_e:opl.e from- a-re·as- ·w:ith-in 
·th.e: c:01npa:ny· :being studied. ~ r~ader cl'"Pl-e. was fo·llowed, 
·' 
wheref.-n the· interviewers would .collect data, -consolidate ·a:rtd 
'.dtaw f_low graphs, then ask if the graphs and: data were 
correct. An average of 2 to 3 cycles were required to-
r··e.concile the information gathered from an .individual. or 
grou:p· ot ·people. In many cases the, :people interviewe·d did 
n·ot kn-o.w- ·the ,answers to the que_s_ti·oti-$ asked or answers 
cop:flicted with those from other· peop·:le in the same area. 
I.ncon-sistencies existed betwe.Ean m-anage·r-s and the shop floor 
p:ersonnel a;s -to the "correctness'' of t.ne data collected. In 
r 
<:>ne i.rrs.tance wit·hin a critical area: :of th.e: .$hop floor 10 
cli:f:f'e.rent pe·ople :held 10 different ·views: on how the :area 
••• 
operated. It was previously unknown that no one inside or 
outside the area had a consistent overview of how the area 
functioned. The analysis was able to show the lack of 
understanding, and helped provide an understanding of the 
.area's function, and the r·equirements needed to perform that 
tune.ti.on. 
This experience ·h·as shown that the creation and 
)lia.in.tenance of a model., even with an automated tool wili 
r_equire much effort. Raw data can be fairly easy to enter 
into. th~ 1J10.del, but, checking its validity against what is 
,eflr.ead.y· in· the moq.:~1 ·w_i.lil alw.ays b·e difficult. A full scale: 
m·oa·el .of' :a: cot:pt>rat.ion is a1s·o· :an :extremely d·if:ficult t-ask 
anQ c.ouid: eas_i·l·y :b:e. f:ogr ·times :a-s large a:·s this examp-le·:· 
1.1. 2 The usefulness :of.· a:n _·accurate system mo.de·l 
The usefulness of a.n. a·ccurate system m.ode.l... can· be 
described in one word, understanding! It· can :be d'if·f icuit-- .. . .. · 
- -. . . . . . 
. . 
to understand a system that required several different 
people to develop, operate, and maintain. If, however, 
there is a commo-n= source of i:11.f·orma·t:ion such as a 
computerized mo·ci:e;I. of the system, t:·he ~.ffort reqllir:e.d' ·t·o:· 
understand tl1e. system could be signi.ficantly re·du·c·e·d. The 
ability to perform both static an·d :qyn·amic anal._ysi_s: ¢f' t:h.e 
:model e·nhan.ces its value and aids und.ers,t·anding the syst·em. 
bein9. moq.e.1.-ed. This allows the mode:l ·to· analyze performanc~ 
and functional specifications of a system architecture 
):)ef ore implement-~tion of the sy,stem ·is. st-arted. 
,. 
l .• ·2 DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 
There are a variety of concepts that must be applied to 
the process of modeling a complex system. The structure and 
methods of creating and interpreting a model are built on 
these concepts and presented below. 
1. 2 •. -1 Abstraction 
Abs·traction ·is· a fundamental concept that is us·ed. it1. 
m·o·S.t .systems: ~na·ly~is methodologies. Abstraction is a t.erm 
that is diff.icul-t to define. In 1:b.i$ .case, abstracti·on: 
refers to the act .of removin.g or cornbi.ning small de..tai,l.s:, S'O. 
that a -.la:rg·e.r portion .qf·: -~ system can described- with.out 
pam:I?er-ing und.erstanding w-ith too many details _(:look·ing at· 
the ft>"rl~s.t· not the individual trees) . Abstraction f·s 
.Pre:.sen-t in: ma"r~y· ,of ·the activities·· of ev.eryday ·rif.e. 
the a.verage of a ser~Le·s .o·f .numbers. -is .·an. -example. 
common example ctf. abstract-ion is a summ·a·ry report. 
T--aki·.ng· 
Ano:ther 
. . . 
I-n such 
.- ' - . . . ··, . 
a report the individual items that make up the 1·eport are-
abstracted i.n..to the totals, averages, and ·va·iues. of 
statistical functions applied to groups. ·of .items are 
displa:y.e.d. ·.Displaying each individual it;em in the report 
oo·uld -requi·re .many· _pages. The objec·t.iv·e ±·s not to dwell on 
each :indiv.idual itetn,- b·ut ::rather, to form an ov.e.ra·11. 
:per:sp·ectiv:e.· and ·unc:ler.stand the highe~ level rel:a-ti:onsh'.i_p:s 
pr~$·ent j.,p the ·d:etailed data. 
The use .of: a;J;>_s:traction allows, :f:or :a· )Jive.rt set or 
•e.-lemen-t>s :and_ their relationsh_ip$: ··t,o be :represented in a 
·9 
variety of ways. An example of this is when the context of 
a system is defined. The context definition sets the 
perspective or view of the system being documented. There. 
is little detail about the individual elements contained. 
within the system in the context definition. This is 
beneficial since the job of the context def.:ini·tion, is to 
set limits on the system's boundaries and. gi~e- a high level 
.. 
v·i·ew of the system interrelations -w·i.th ,el.ements outside 
itself (external to the model). 
1.2.2 Structured decomposition 
A second fundamental concept ~-$~d: in a_ny· type o.f· 
:sys.terns anal_ys.is lllet.nodology is :struc·.t-u-red decomp.o$i ti·on or 
:modularization. Th_e idea behin·d thi-s concept is t,o 
b_reakd·own the prob:lem l:>eirig :addr.ee.sed into small:-er ·p·art·$ 
th.at can be solved ·f .. nciividually-. 
tn a manuf act.uring s_y.s·tem. the pr¢,ce,$~ o.c:f· de.c-o:'.mpo.:sit,ien· 
c_a.n ·be viewed exp:lici:t:~y~ :Each tool o:r proce,s.s is a" 
-decomp·o:sitiop. ·of t-b~:- g:r·eater ·task. of ·manu·facturing· a 
pl:"·qdu.c::t... T:he. a:ecomposi·t-io·n o:f 't-he _ll_l~:_nufacturing p:r·oc.ess 
vtithout :a .unifying view of the ov_e:_rall system re·:sults. ·in 
i·slands ·of au·tontation. Each isl-and (·robo.t-ics·, -nu:mer;--j..q,a_l 
·I 1:s· 
·a· pr.ocess ·tha·t ,is part of th·.e ·1arger process of running a 
m.anuf-actur-i~n.g :~nterprise ~· The -:major, problem with islana:s .o:f 
au_t:omatior:i: 'is that decompo:s,it.ion ·of the processes requir:e·q 
J ... :--·. -..;.·-.) to rq·n .. -a nlanu:facturing .e.nt·erprise was done ·in .. i.s;olat.ion .a.nd, 
·10 
. fl':" ... • 
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often without thought of how an island must be integrated 
with other parts of the manufacturing system. So while the 
concept of decomposition is necessary to construct any large 
system, uncqordinated decomposition of system functions can 
lead to lhcompatibility problems, severely limiting the 
effec.tiveness of the overall system. 
·One of the grea·tes·t strengths· o·f th·e decomposition 
ce>.·nce_pt is the well defi·ned modul~-. .A well defined module 
i:s ·a pa.rt of a system that c·an used regardless of how it i·s 
implemented. It is in effect a black box that can be 
described by its inputs and outputs, without speci.f·y.i.itg how 
the internal structure is implement~d. A system that has 
be:en properly decompos.ed c-an have several well defined 
m99t1l·e·s -~~:placed w,ith: ··rev:.i..sed modules without the need. t:o· 
·re.des·ign ·the ·ent.ir.e :s_ystern-.. One of the greatest p_roblem.s: 
in. s:y,stems .an:a_lysi:s ·or· des·ign i.s knowing when the system 
·be·;l·_ng constructed is. wel_l dec.ompoe;eq. There is rio .abs:olute 
' .. ·.· ... · .. 
s:oluti·on. to this problem. However, with the ~se: ·o-f_ the 
_p.ro,per· tools the decomposition of the syst-em ·can be w.ell-
g.·o:c·umented., simulated, understood, and thµs .mov·e t·owa·rd an 
optim·ai decomposition. 
Abstraction and d·ec.omp·o.sition he:lp :support a: 
fundamental structure £.or a -.sy·stem be-ipg stucl·ied:.. .T.his 
structure, the system ·architecture, represen·ts h_ow ·the-
di.:f f·erente.parts of: a ·sy$·tem function and .are related. The 
architecture of a sy.st:em is-. one of th·e :f:u·ndamental v~hic:1:e.s 
:used to de'sc.ribe: and .. unde,rs·tand the sys·tem. The def·ini:tion.. 
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of a system's architecture is often used to guide the 
decomposition of the system. There are usually two distinct 
but related types of system architecture, logical and 
physical. The logical architecture describes the functions 
and relationships in a system regardless of how those 
functions and relations are implemented. The physical 
architecture is tied to the physical system implementation 
and the resources used to support the system. 
1.2.3 The hierarchical nature of systems 
In r~eent years, as the demand for a more integ~ated 
.mainufactu·ri:ng· system has .grown, a numb.er of resear:ch :and. 
ope_r.at·ion·a-1 fa-cilities have experimented with sever·ctl 
d!·f fere11.t t,yp·~s; of system archi tectt1tes.. One o.f th·e 
observ·at·io·ns that can be m·ade ·ab·out the evolv.i.ng :s:y.stem:s: is-
that many o.f them use a hie·rarch·:t·cal style architec-ture 
[ 14.] • I'.n a hierarchica_l architecture the system tas:k: ·is.: 
. . . 
. decomp·o.s:ed both vertica·lly and horizontally. 
lt must be st~.t~d at this point that the def·i:ni·t:ion o·f 
the word hierarchy has be-en li:beralized to allow·· ~1:ny· g-iv·ert 
element to· :·have two or more sup·er.iors. 
1. 2. 3 .1 Vertical decomposition in the hiera·rc.hy: 
The vertical structure of the hierarchy i$ cgp.ceri:t~d 
primarily with the functional decomposition of thj ~y$te~ on 
natu:rally occurring abstraction levels. An example scenario 
i-ri :a :rna-ntifac:turing system i-s a. Shc,p .. floor with ·several 
numerical control machines, robotic work cells, and material 
handling systems. The vertical decomposition of the 
manufacturing system architecture may define groups of 
equipment controllers connected to a flexible manufacturing 
system (FMS) cell controller. several of these FMS cells 
could then :be· co:nnected to an area controller and so- on. 
Figure 1. 1 defines an example with three levels of· 
decomposition described, e.g. area controller, ·FMS 
.c-o.nt-ro:ller, individual equi-pment controllers. T.hese three 
·hi:erar:chical. 1·evel$ :r:$:present the natural breakdown: o.f t-h.e 
Jrt.anufacturing tas:k .• 
In .a hierar.c-hi-.cal system ·.e·a.ch level ha_s ppth $Uperiors 
and: sub·o.rd.inates relative- t;o t.:.na·t level. ,SJ.ipe·ri.or elements 
are those elements on the level :above t·he current level, 
while subordinate elements are those el.ements o·n the l·eve:l 
l.:,e:l.tJW the current level. At any g·iv.en 1.·eve-l, sub·o-r.dinate. 
elem·en:ts are viewed as providing primitive ta_s~ ·E:ler'tJ.c·e·s·. 
t-ba_t.. a.re: :1.i-sed. ·t:o .:acc·omplish the highe·r l .. eve.i ta.s·k. The: 
.·de.scription .is ·reversed when c.onside-ring ·the superic,r l .. ev·e:ls: 
re1·ationship to the curr.:en:t :_le·vel. 
The elements on each different ~Leve·1 ofte.it .:i·nte·:t-a(tt 
with each other·. This interaction can b·e clas:sifie.d as 
commands downwc1rd from superior elemen.ts· to s.tibc;)rdinates, 
.sta.tus .upward from subordinates to :superi_ors, and data th.at 
is -ab-stracted as it is.. transmitted up the hierarchy. Other 
types of level t:o :_level in.t·eract_j.011-,s are possible such as 
bids in. ·a. :bid: select.:ion scheme for task: allocation, ot hand .... 
1-3 
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Figure 1.1 Example system scenario showing a three layer hierarchy consisting of an area control level, a cell control level, and a equipment 
control level. 
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shaking signals in a polling or event driven system. 
1.2.3.2 Horizontal decomposition in the hierarchy 
The horizontal decomposition in a hierarchical system 
is primarily concerned with the breaking up ta$kS: in a peer 
t·o peer style relationship. Here each element .. is operating 
on the same abstract·io.n ·1evel but on a diffe:ren.t part o-f tp.e 
task assigned to that level. Using th:e ex,ample previousl·y 
de·scribed each i·ndividual c-ontroller on the lowest leve:l ·can: 
l'.>~e: considered an el.ement of the horizontal decompositi-:on 
s·fn-c:e each is operating at the same level of abstr·acti_o,h, 
cont.ro.lling a physic.al device (Figure l. 2: .) . 
:r:n the examp_l_e :given it is obviou.~ t·hat. tnere is: :a ne:.ed. 
t·o. coordinate the a·.ctions of each eleme-nt· of a 1-evel. ·so th'at 
ta:sks are eff icientl.y performed i-n t·he. ·proper or.der. The: 
. 
. . ~ . 
n.eed tq .coordinate is: o:ne of .:the prilnary ·:reasons for 
$·.ele.cti·-n-g ·a hierar-chicai :airchi·tect·ure .. f.or a, manuf·actur:i.-ng. 
s-ys:.tem. In general co·or.d.ination and creation of _new l_ev~_.ls·_ 
:in ·a system a·re cau-s·ed by three factors: the fi·:rst is: 
c:onflict resolut-ion· a.n.d error handling, the second is tt, 
·pr·ovi·ge segu·enci:ng or. c-o·ordination in time, and. the ,t:h::ird i-.s 
to s:i1pport- th.e: nat.ural ·a·b·straction of data primari.ly 
.r:e·1atiJ1g: ·to· s~nsory d'·ata or task selection. These· f:actors: 
ate _fu·nda:rne.ntal. 'to: un.derstanding the hierarchiccil 
-d·e·comp:osition _phil:o$opby 4:$·ed _i_n ·a given system~ 
.~ 
.. 
. 
.. • ' .. ,~ • 
f • ~ • ' f 
. .. 
Example System ·_ Scenario 
Area Controller · • · • • 
Hierarchical 
I Levels FHS Cell 1 ./ FKS Cell 2 To other F11S 
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---. 
~C Hadlines Robotic Material ~teltic NC tbchines 
grDl-1J i 
Figure 1.2. 
Asse11)ly Handling nAb]y2 
•: ~-j;I 
The example system scenario with the 
equipment level high-lighted to show the 
horizontal decomposition of elements in tha.t 
level. · 
1.2.4 Levels of detail 
Any large system is often far too complex to be 
described in one book or manual. The goal of understanding 
complex systems can be achieved by breaking the system up 
into easily comprehendible chunks that together represent 
the complete system [24]. The concept of levels of detail 
provides a structured method to create the easily 
understandable- chunks. Again r.e£·er to: ·the example used in 
the last section (Figure 1._l: and 1.:2·).. Looking at the 
process control part of t-his: :s-yst:em a:t. an abstract level elf 
detail r·eveals a three level hi.e:tarchi·ca.l. arch:itectur·e.. A 
subsequ·ent level of d:etail rev·e·als the- individ.u·al element:·s: 
that ma·ke up·. ·each· hierarchical layer. ·Th.e. next level. of 
de:t·ai,l -~to.µld reveal the internal s_t·ructux-e· o·:f ea-ch element 
o-f each ·hi.·e.r.archical layer. Ea.ch subsequent leve:l of detail 
r.eve.a.ls .more about the system e·lements but a·t the .s:ame t·inle 
ittakes it '.harder --to understand tn.f:! overall :S_y·st.em.i ::tf the 
conc.ept. of ·1evel of ct:etai-1 was to be taken to an ·.ext.reme. the: 
atomi-c s-t:ructure. ·of the: system could b:e viewed (Figure- ~·- :3:) • 
,It is: important ·to, put boundar·_ie·s on what a l._ev:el ·of· 
de:t,ail w·ill: reveal. It may be possible to understa·nd :all .o:f' 
the indivi:dual elements on each hierarchical level. o·f ·the 
system, but: i:t. would be almost impossible to understand the 
internal s.truct.ure of all elements at that same time. To 
handl·.e this c:o.nflic-t. the ·concept of di$Section is 
'introduced. With ·d.issection a boundary is specit:i~d when 
going to the next de:tail l,ev·e1. •. For example, i.f the cu:r:x·ent 
.... 
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Using the example system scenario, levels of 
detail are displayed diagonally and to the 
right. Each level is decomposed into elements 
which are further decomposed into sub-
elements. 
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level of detail is showing the three layer hierarchy, taking 
a possible dissection of that view would show only the 
elements on the equipment level. Going down another level 
of detail using dissection would reveal only the internal 
structure of one machine controller. 
1.2.5 Comparing levels of detail with hierarchical levels 
It is important to understand that there are two types 
0£ levels being described in this section. The hierarchical 
levels are used to specify a.n architectural structure while 
levels of detail specify how closely we are going to look at 
that architecture. The hierarchical levels are created in 
response to the nee~s: ·o:£ tlie ·system' s decomposi.t.ion on, 
naturall.y occurring abst.r:ac·tion levels. on the· :oth·er hand· 
l.evels of detail using dis:~ections allow the clos·e 
inspection of any part o~ the system, regardles• 6f it-
architec1:ural s:tru:cture or functional deco.mpos.it.ion. 
1 .. 3 SUMMARY 
A fund.am·en·tal pro:b:lem f:acing ·a:ny :enterprise that uses 
.or :pr·oduces a complex syst:em :is unde:rstanding that system 
a.nd ·predi:ct its behavior in v~.riq.~:s circumstances. An 
·a,c.curate model of that system. is an inv-aluab·le tool that. c'a11 
be .useq. to .facilitate that underst·anding. 
Of the many concepts used. in systems analysis the most 
important ones· are abstraqti.on, decomposition, architecture.; 
hierarchies, dissection, and levels of detail. Each of 
the·ee represent. the fundamental :building blo\cx:·s useci in ti1e· 
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description of a new systems documentation and modeling 
methodology. 
:2:0 ... 
CHAPTER 2 
RELEVANT PRIOR WORK, APPROACHES AND PROBLEMS 
IMADE has was developed using many of the concepts and 
structures found in existing modeling methodologies. There 
are many modeling methodologies available to the systems 
analyst, designer :Or engineer. Most of th·e:se methodologies 
- ,_.,,. 
,/ 
are constantly being expanded and enhanced: ·to better sol.Ve< 
th·e problems faced when designing a sy.stem.-. The conc:.e:pts 
used in deve:loping IMADE draw on the Your.don., ~~t:h_qq·o·logy,, De 
M'ai-¢:o- Tll.J ·the. techniques describe:d b:y Gan.-e a:nd Sarso·n c·15'_] :; 
;and. :sADT".[24]. sA·DT, a trademar·k c,f· SofTe.ch, i.s t.h:e dri:v·ing 
:force behind the IDEF models· 1·11 the Ai:r Fo.rce .and. be--partment 
ct: :o~f-ens·e Integrated Computer-Ai.ded Manu_f~:ctu.ri·ng ·pr_ogram 
(ICAM") [2.4.]. Th~se .r··ef .. erences along :w:ith the Lehi·gh.·1·s 
experienoe:s tfsi-ng a- va:riatio.·n ot· the. Y.ourdon ·sty~le 
methodology- h:a;v_e, :al:l_ a_dded to. the c·.onc~ptua:li:i.J~a:tion. o;f·: 
IMADE. 
2 .1 PROBLEMS WITH THE EXISTING METHOD()LQG·I:E:S 
All of the cited methodologies have b·~en s.u.c·c:fe'ssful in. 
a·i·dl·ng tb~ deve·Iopment of -many compl·ex:· systems. In: the c.a·s.e 
9:t- ·Lehigh Un.iversity, three p:toj·ec·ts, each with ·unique 
requirements have resulted in succes:sful appli~at.ions, o·f· ·th.e: 
structured analysis methodol-ogy·. Thes·e a.ppl.ica-t·ions-, 
however, were -not without th-eir problems. T·he most crit.ical 
p·roble:ms- enc.ounte·reci. were the inability to capture 
hie·rar.cl)i9ally str-u-ctur.e.d s·ystems, to capture time . 
• 
-constraints in the model, to perform statistical analysis, 
and to translate the model into a simulation. The Lehigh 
p·roj ects also required a large amount of manual effort to: 
build and maintain the models [20J -~ 
2,-•. -l. -1 Lack of support for h.:ierarchical structures 
All ·of the methodologies described in the references 
)J-a·~- a. hierarchical ·aecomposition of data flow diagrams that: 
b-ehave like the levels -of· det_ail and dissection concepts 
:described in chapter· -1. Un_f.orturrate:ly the expansion of 
detail at each l.eve .. l doe·s not: :fa·cf:litate the structure· of: a 
h .. ie.:rarchical system. u·s.i·ng tAe levels of detail to 
.deco.mpo.s.e :a system results, in the lowest level ta:·1e1n-~·:r}-1::~ 
pepr:e·s-e:n·ting the compl.e-t.e sys.tem while the higher le-vel 
.el-eme.:ri1:.$. re_prese.nt. ape;·tr~ctions: of that structure. ·T·h·e 
lowest level elements do· rtot :have any natural way= of 
:c·apturing the ·hf.e·-rarchi.cal supe:r,i:.or to s~bordinate 
. 
~\ 
I 
::re·1ationship$ t:hat can exist between them. 
s.ome of t-he· cited methodologie-s: al:so support full 
d.c,_¢.umentation qf only the lowest lev.e·l :elements i .. n· the-
nlo·del. Thus ·the role of higher l_ev.e·1 elements :·i's .s:imp·ly ·to. 
provide names representing groups of l·owet· l.evel el.em_e-nts;. 
The need to capture hierarchical system' s interacti:on.s ·tn a 
model, is required as computer integrated manufac-tu·r·ing and 
co_ntrol :systems adopt hierarchical archi tecture·s. 
The IMADE system is able to capture the hiera:rc.li"ic,al 
ar-chi tecture present in the organiz.:ational chart:·s of ·many 
enterprises. !MADE is also able to capture the hierarchical 
nature of systems such as the automated manufacturing 
research facility at the National .Bureau of Standards [l] a.rtd 
many other developing manufacturing systems. 
2 •. 1. 2 Timing and sequencing issuee~ 
Many of the methodologies mentioned above lack a formal 
:.definition of ·how to capture the tinting constraints present 
in complex systems. The ab:i.li t:y to :c .. apture tp.e timing of 
system activitie·s c,.n.d :interacti.ons will all·ow an easier 
translation =to a: :mod·el capab:1.e. of perf ormano·e simulation. 
'!':he ability to capture· tlte t.iming and sequencing of tasks 
t.hat. oc.cur ac·ross th:e· ;hi:·erarchical lev·els in a system is 
·c.r:itical tp t·he an·aiysis. of the time. crequirements for 
information traveling vertically through thEa hi.er~t:rchy,, 
!MADE provide·s .formal constructs to ca·pture· the t:im.ing 
characte·r·!stic:s when building th·e system mode;l .: 
2·. l :•·. 3 ¢;ener,,ting simulations at1.d: statistical analysis o··£ 
the model 
Current methodologies often do no.t capture the ty:p.$:$.· =q:r 
v·o·l·ume of crit~cal irtf:ormation that is required for 
:s.imulating tJ:i:e. :m.od·el. !MADE provides· formal. methods: to 
describe t·he l:ogtc·. a.nd the process·es ·used· in t:h·e sys·tem 
being mode1.e·d. This, along w.ith the timing factor·s., .. a.:L.lo.ws· 
the !MADE mode·1 to build the information bas:e needed; to . . . .· .. . - .· . . . ' . 
generate a performance simulation. The add:itional 
information cap.tured in the !MADE mode·1 ·supports a ·mor:e 
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thorough statistical analysis of the static model. Since. 
static analysis is computationaly much less time cOn$Umi.pg--
than a complete dynamic simulation, the model and its 
functional parameters can be quickly evaluated to gain a 
high-level understanding of the modeled system's behavioro, 
b.ottlenecks, etc. This allows a quick reducti.on in the 
number of trial models that need to be simulated for dynamic 
:ana.lysis [ 2s·) • 
2.1.4 The manual effort to build and maintain models 
Most of the existing modeling methodologies were 
d·es·i:gned to be. us·ed. in a .llla_nua.lly operated .. e-nvir.o.nm.e·nt .. ~. 
T,b.i.s is. one O:t th·e :greate$t weaknesses in :cur·r:en.t 
xnethod.o·log_.i_:e:s. Even the a·utomated too1·s·. ·b.e:ing dev·eloped to 
s·up.p.o:rt these methodologies;. dc:.1 not meet the needs of ttie 
e.;.yste11t'$;. engineer since the methodologies themselves do not 
t·ak·e advantage of the capabilities of user int·e·ractions :ijS· 
t:ti~ modeling process is automat'ed. Manual methods typica1·1y 
become overwhelmed when 2.00· ·or more elements are contained . 
. in: :the model. Automating· the modeling environment can 
eiiminate many of the limitations and drudgery of manual 
environments. In addition the extra information., previousl,y· 
diff icu:lt to capture in manually run meth.odologies, can. ::be 
:added in an automated modeli·ng p.rocess: such ·as IMADE. 
D Many current methodologies,. I:DEF in particular,_ require. 
:several loo.s-e_l:y coupled models to represent a complet.e 
s.ystem..:. T.he ·-automation and integration of the -~nY p·a'r-ts ·of· 
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the IMADE system allows one model to represent the static 
and dynamic information and functional needs of a system. 
The use of one integrated model and automated processes has 
the potential ·to support to significantly reduced the effort 
:required to :Perform updates and maintenance on the model. 
The IMADE system has bee.n .designed specifically to be an 
automated modeling envi-~.011ment. Many of the IMADE 
constructs ·are difficult to: maintain manually. Just as da'.t~ 
base man·a·gement systems ::offer .new -facilities to store 
information over manual file cabinets, !MADE supports .new 
modeiJng facilities not available in manually operated .or 
.,. 
manually derive.d mod·elj.ng systems. 
The automated nature of IMADE allows it to be more . . . .. '. . .- ' . . . •. 
comp_l-ete· than existing me·thodologies. Once IMADE is 
con~iguI"ed; a·11 ,:e.lem·ent··s. put .-i-nto ·th_e model are f:or_ced to .be. 
c:ons-ist,ent_l-Y cl.efined. El•emen.ts with incomplet·e defi.·nit--ions 
c:an. be tracked =.a-nd :the s·tate o.f· ·the .model can be eva-luated. 
. . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . 
f.or completeness .a.:n.¢1. --c·onsistency. This w-ill ·_he.lp -remov.e the 
:vagueness inhe·-re.nt i-n- some of the current me.tho·dol.ogies .: 
-2 .1. 5 summary of pr.o:1:>.lems in current_ :ni:et:hodologies 
IMADE is ·an attempt to co:mb·ine the 900d features q_£: 
~ix-is ting methc;,g:0109::ies and to ext·end: t:h:·em ·to solve tbe 
deficiencies inhe~ent in th~ir design ~nd stru¢ture. 
Through automation IMADE will reduce the: e.ffort and incre·as·e. 
;the accuracy of the models of complex s_yst~ms. Automatio:n 
~l:s.o a.ia··s .i;ri ·tbe \lnde:r·s:tclnding of tp..~ .. mode·l by providing· 
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facilities to perform both static and dynamic analysis. 
!MADE is not a radical departure from current methodologies 
) 
but it is a significant evoluti.on.a_ry step toward elim.inating 
current deficiencies. 
2.2 THE PATHS NOT CHOSEN IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMADE 
The development of !MADE has not been a smooth. 
:progression from conceptual ideas to firm conc~pt,s. Ma~y 
wrong turns and dead ends have been en.co·unt.ered in 
attempting to develop a modeling e·nvironment. t-t1at does n"ot 
require the complete system t.o -be. :bu:ilt b.efo-r·e· i.t·s behavior 
can be understood. It is the purpose of: this ~ection to 
,.¢t.i~scuss the thought process used to ·get to the current 
·c.onceptualization ·of !MADE. 
Three appro.aches were used in ··the: a·e.velopnt~n..t .o·f· tlle 
!MADE sy$t::ent. ·E·a_:¢:11 n-ew .a.pproach was ,art ev.ol.uti.on -t·h·at: 
attempted, to. re.ctify i-n:adequacies dis,c.ove-red in th·e p·revi.-o:us. 
approach. ·Since there has been succe_ss wi.t.h the current 
met·hodologies the first approach used t·o- create the !MADE 
system wa.s· to specify simple modificat·i·o·ns. ·t:o the existing 
diagramming practices. Realizirtg that the problems of 
:$1.1ppott:ing_ a· hierarchy requi_red m.o.re than just· simpl.e· 
change.$ in di.agramming methodology, the seco:nd app.roa.oh 
cr:eated -a .se-p.arate hierarchical org.ani·zati-on: in ·a .diag,ra·m 
s·hc::rvting. al.'l p·ossil?l·e intercc.:>:nn~cti.on:s. in tne. -hie:rat·c.hi·cal 
_s·tructure of the model. A diagram with all po$sible· 
hi.era.r·ch-ic.a-1 interconnections .is .. o·ften too ·va.gue :to: ·be 
useful in a model even though it captures the hierarchical 
structure of a system. The third approach expanded on the 
hierarchical diagramming methodology of the second and 
allowed the hierarchical diagram to be decomposed. This 
liast appro.ach evolved directly into the current 
.specificat:io.n .of !MADE that formali.zes the hierarchica.·1 
decompositibn df the modeling components and added 
additional :struct.11re to the methodology. 
2.2.1 .Fi~st approach: simple modification to current methods 
·T·he first attempt at creating !MADE approached the 
pt.obl·e)n of modeling al·ong. ·the same perspective as the 
e.xist.i.-r:1g· m~thoclo:logi¢$. qsing the ty~ic.al de:compositi .. on 
styl·e .. of· ·da ..t.a f;low diag:ram.s (Figure 2 .1) t:he ability ·ta :model 
'.bj.e·rarchical sy:stents would be provided .. by adding nefw· .formal. 
structures to be used.. i:p the. data fl:ow diagrams. ·In this 
approach speci:ally ·code·d: dat.a :f·.1ows w.:oµ].d: represent data 
moving between hierarchica.l ·1eve·1.s ... It became apparent tllat 
the data flow: diagram.s :themselves are ·hierarchically 
o.rganized :and the succeeding level.s: in a data fl.ow d··iag·ram 
·d.o. ::not .represent the hj.erarchical ·1evel.:s .. in a.. sys.tem. Tne 
s.:f.xnp.le ·addition of: new .c;lata tlow .c:lassif.icat:ions: wou·ld not. 
S:t)'l.ve the problems of mo:deli.ng· hiera·rcb.ical systems. In 
tnis approach the diff:e·rentiation b·etween :hierarcbi.ca.l. 
structure. a.nd levels of detail di.d not .exist. Further study 
revealed :that this approach wou:lci n·ot. b¢. adequate and could 
not maint-ain an accurate model. 
.· ' 
Figure 2.1 
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The traditional style decomposition of data 
flow diagrams with each process on high-level 
diagrams being decomposed into a set of 
diagrams showing the sub-processes that make 
up the high-level processes. 
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2.2.2 Second attempt: adding an extra facility to handle 
hierarchical structure 
The second approach involved creating a separate 
:f··acility in the modeling system to allow it to show the 
hierarchical architecture of a system while allowing each 
part of the hierarchy to be decomposed via the standard data. 
flow method (Figure 2. 2). The figure shows the hier~:r·c:hy 
wi.th e:ach element decomposed individually but able to 
inter,_act through data interactions. The most signif.:ica:r.1t 
problem. wi·th this a:p·proach is that the individual .. 
interactions occurring: between hier·archi .. cal levels are. not, 
captµr:ed. Capturing ·these interacti.on$: is required .s.i·nce 
th-e:y· contain much o-f· th:e st·atic and dy-namic timing 
:constraints that :ar·~ cont.:a_·inec:i. in a :sy.s·tem.: A sec:ond. 
problem is t=h·at this a·p.p·.roa·cb d"id no·t a:ddress furtl).e.r 
decomposition. of 't.he e:lements ·o::f the hierarchical st_:ructure.~, 
Much. -of. the wo·r:k ir'i' $YS:t~in:. th~¢ry states that a complex 
l.:>.,.ier.ar·ch·i.ca·I s·y,s:tem: m-ay :itse·:lf· b:e composed of many comp:le,x 
hiera.rc:h .. i¢a:1 -suJ:r-syst·ems c·19 J .: 
.2: •. ,~: .. 4ta Third attempt: allow·i:ng· ·f'.o.-r- decomposition o:f t-h:e 
hierarchy · · · 
The third approach built upon the second t.o :cre·at:e· :the 
basis for the current !MADE specif ic~tion.- In the. third 
attempt the :f-ully interconnected hierarchic'a.l v·1,ew ·was able 
to be decom-po.Se,d_ al.l_ow.tng sub-hierarchies to exis·t w±t~in 
·t:he syst.em mode·l·:•: T}'.le .pr.o.plem with this approach wa·s the 
.. 
. . 
:qr·gap:iz;ati:on. o·f:: the model a-nd.: ·fts decomposition wa.s not 
• 
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· The second approach to· IMADE 
Deu.il levels 
Hierarchical 
l.euels 
In the second approach used when developing 
IMADE, the hierarchical structure was 
captured in a diagram that displayed the 
hierarchical interconnections. Each element 
in the hierarchy was than decomposed using 
the traditional data flow diagram technique. 
... 
complete. The third approach still requ·fred the fu·11y 
interconnected view of the hierarchy as a starting point f-or 
the decomposition into levels of detail. The method for 
maintaining a clear differentiation between the hierarchica1 
and peer to peer interactions w:as not c1s clear or as easy to 
understand as desired.: 
2.2.4 The building block of !MADE 
The creation of the geometric organfz:·a:t'iort. containd~ng_ 
three -.different vi~ws of each proce:ssing element .in ·t·h·e. 
mo·d·el was the insight that spurred the development o_-f the· 
current IMADE specification. Figure 2. 3 shows th.e· three 
views used to. c.aptu:re :a- p_roces$ o·r t_as.-k in the syste~. 1:>ei·n·g· 
modeled. A. detailed ·descrtption c:,:f the geometric 
organization is provided in the beg:i:rtrting of cha-pter 4. The 
use of the n:ew organization resulted in a mo.re :unified 
·modelir1g ·co-ntstruct. b.ase~. on. the. decomposition o:f ·c_ommon 
modeling :comp·an·ent:s. B,y using· a. common 1119de·l-_in·g comppne:nt 
t:·he :mode.I .,t$ able to dec¢mpo$·e the context of· .a s-:ystem model 
int.a· ·the sma.11 details usi·ng· a· .consistent and struct:ured 
t·e.-chniqu-e·. With the archit,a.cture of the IMADE mode.l.ing: 
sy·s.tem ::de-fined, the details of ·how t,o use !MADE atld 
:desc:ript.io·ns. of the sub-systems needed to support. :it w:ere 
c,levelo·pe·d and a.:r;e described. t.·n ·the next tn·r.ee chapt:er:s:.-. 
·3::1 
I 
Geonietric Oraganization 
of the Task/ decision Hierarchy 
S~ Tr:mition 
· T Zle or Diagra 
Internal decisioo 
· nprmntatimt for 
task/decisim elere1t 
• Figure 2.3 
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for currant 
Task/Decisim Elenent 
Peer to Peer Data Flow Diagran1 · 
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UCl 
Task 
External 
-------1--........ Task 
i 
Network Interface Boxes 
Internal Decision Representation 
State Transition Diagrarri 
I/0 
I/0 
Pull wt pnl ,, 
The geometric cross section of the 
ta$k/decision hierarchy showing the three 
views available for each task/decision 
"elements. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE SCOPE AND CAPABILITIES OF !MADE 
The !MADE system has been designed to solve many- -of the 
problems assoc±a-ted with the analysi:$ and design of complex 
systems. ·The: IMADE design includes .all of the concepts and 
proposed. so·lut::iqns described in the. previ.ous chapters .• , 
To bu·ild a model !MADE view:$' :a: ¢.ompl_ex system th.r·o-4.gh 
'\ 
three diffe•re·nt but integrated perspect·.iv.es·: 
Task/decf:s.i-on :hi·erarchy 
Data stor .. e stru·cture 
_Interactions and. -lntet_fgc·es 
:-Each pe·rep¢ct:·1v·e.: useq. in IMADE c~ptq:r·EfS· gi.fferent 
.f·u-ndamental structures o·f the system. betit1g, :m.o·deled. In 
Qr.der to gai-11 an un·d·er.standing of ·th·e sc.op.e :of !MADE' s 
:modeli-ng capabil.itie:sl a de$cription :o_f ·wh:a·t can be .mo.d_e·1$d 
.in eac.h per·s·_pe·c:t:iv.e i.s p.re:s·ented in the. nex:t .s·ections. 
··-·. . 
3:,. 1_ ·'FHE· TA.-S:K/"I?E··c·:·I:S:ION. HIERARCHY 
·r.r1.he •QEintral construct in the !MADE system is·. the 
task/decision hierarchy. The task/decision hierarchy i·s ·th·e 
primary organiz.ing facility in the system. Most user 
.interactj.:on. ·wi·th ·t·he !MADE system takes place in definin·g 
the task/'d·ec·ision ·perspective~ The goals of· th·e 
·t·a·$.:"1c/decision :hierarchy is to. ai.iow .f·o.:r· ·flex)i..l:>.i:.1ity );>y 
employing a su.f:ficiently powe::r;f:u··1 c:onst.ruct ·t:o: model almost 
a•ny· system, and to be easily l;ln·g.e·i:tst·an.d'ab.le by· the !MADE 
user. 
3.1.1 Task/decision elements and scope 
The task/decision hierarchy is constructed from 
elements called "task/decision elements" (TDE). Each of 
these. el_ements ·represents a physical task or a dec-ision 
-making_ pr_·oce·s,s required of the sy·stem being modeled. The 
·t--as·l¢ .c>'r p·rocess being deac-ribed by a TDE can be part of a 
iogica·1 decon1pos-it.ion of· th·e system or represent an actua·1 
physical en.tit.y ~tn:, ·a poss:ib·le system implementation. Th·e 
choice of ·whether· ·taskjdecision elements represent physi·ca_:1 
or logica.l: entities depends on. whether the !MADE ,_$.y$·-te;m is 
be.ing· u.se·d· as an ar1alys·is. or :desig:n tool. 
·rrne: TDE· .is the g_ene·ric element from which. the system 
·mode:l is co.nst·ructed.:.. The !MADE system,. ba:sed .art ·the 
:s:upp.li,ed .structur.e:., c·o·nnects the T:DEs· t·.c.ge·the-r· to. fonn a-
t.l1ree. dimensional graph with- the: ·TOE:$: a·$ tlOde-si .. a.nd the 
._i-nteractions b·etween TDEs as.- ar·c:s (F:i.gur-e :3_ .• l_J ., ·T-hi:s 
:connected .graph is· ,organiz-ed. in both ver-t.ic·a·1 and h.o_r:i.z-ont.,i:--1.-
. . ~ . 
directiotist, us-:-i_pg_ a. ·1·ogi:cal or physica.1 ·dec·o.~pt>$it--:f·on th·at 
represent·s t.h-e,. s·ys:tems architecture. 
·To a·11:ow fo.r multiple points -o:~ view and mul_tf·.pi.e: 
abstraction l;evels of the mod·el-ed system, each task/'d-ecision 
element ca:n be· further decomposed into its own co:mpl..·ete 
task/deci.s ..i-on hierarchy. ·The decompo.sition :of .ati: e,_lenten-t 
into a· new· 1.evel of detai.l causes th~ -~leme-nt- .be'iln.g 
.de:e.ompos.ed ·t.o ·p.e :t,.ei~11t:¢d a p:aren,t. e>I.eine·nt::. and t·he elements. 
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Conceptual Task/decision Hierarchy 
Geometry 
Figure 3.1 
Hidt leuel CSX 
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partitions to IE Fam ta 
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S'aller SCtpl form 
partitim 
~ . 
sub-eleMnts ror 9re~ttt lrvel of detail within a. 
fUlct. ional part. i1.ioo 
A conceptualization of the task/decision 
hierarchy showing its three dimensional 
nature. Each element may be further 
decomposed into its own sub-task/decision 
hierarchy. 
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that were created sub-elements. The internal sub-structure 
TDEs are able to interact with any other TDE or sub-TDE in 
the system. The depth of the nesting of sub-TDEs within 
sub-TDEs is limited by the !MADE implementation and storage 
capabilities of the computer system used. The creation of 
sub-hierarchies or sub-systems within a task/decision 
el:ement. is an: example :of the u·se .of the dissection concept 
:ciEtscribed .. i:n ·th,e· .c:lefip_i_~·i:on of: con·c.epta section (:F·i_gure 
:3· :• 2 :) • 
The scope of t·he -tasks o·r p.tocesse·$· that TDEs must be: 
able to represent is- broad and ·11-mit·e:d primarily by the. 
users modeling s:ki.lls and understa-n·ding of the !MADE sy·st·em •. 
Ex·amples o:f the ·variety and compl~xi ty of the proce.sse·a. tn~t 
c.ould b:e mod.el·ed :in TDEs are .li.sted below and· d-e·scribed in 
1:b~- :Pq·:r·agr-aphs that f·ol.l.aw. 
' . . '. 
Pat~Danipulation 
- Expansion 
- Abstraction 
- Routing 
- Merging 
- Selecting 
- Extraction 
D:ecision Making 
- C.oordination 
- Planning 
- Scheduling 
- Optimization . 
- Resource allocation 
- Error recovery 
' 
·····.·. , ...... ·.:, .. '-~ ~... .... •.. 
.. . r . " . .,, . . . •·.- .. ·. . . . .. 
,, ' \ - . . 
..... · ', 
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Dissection ·to finer -levels of detail 
Figure 3.2 
.. 
The three dimensional decomposition by levels 
of detail used by IMJ,oE. Hierarchical levels 
can emerge from the system as the more detail 
is available. 
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. . ., - .. . 
. . .. ..... 
... - .. . " . 
. I . . • -
Control processes 
- Internal state representation 
- Reactive event handling 
- I/0 mapping 
- Sensor processing 
H'.UJn:an activities .. 
- Creative activities/Extrapolatidn 
- Expediting 
- Heuristic driven decision making 
5 •. 1.2 Data manipulation 
Most TDEs will need ·to m·an.ipulate data in a ·-v,a·riety of: 
ways. The_. m·odeling ':system must be sufficiently p·o~te:r·ful to 
-support t·he -gt)mrtton d·ata transformations tl1at can be expected 
. . .. ·, .· . . . . . . . . . . in· a,: s:yst-~)P..~ 'r.be. data manipulation act1v1-t1es. ··th.a:t can be 
:Jn·Pd.:e·l e.d by :TDE:s are : 
;E:>e_pan-sion. - Ge.n·_erating o:t· e~p.o,$lng· ·1:ower leiv.el, .e'l~ments: of: 
d:at-a ·that s.up·port a nigher· l·e_,,e.l, abs·t,ractio·n' 
. . . . 
.• 
·th:at. is- i.nstruc.ted: to dr·aw an. op'.j ec·t. '¢ti -a 
.-d::is:p1ay sc.reen.. ·To perform ·t·hat fun·c.ti·on. the: 
:des.c .. rip:tio·n -o,t· 't.be object .is expanded ·to·. 
in:cluci.e the :new p·ixe-1 l.ocations, oz-.i.ent~t.-i··ori_, 
-a.rtd' sca:1.e ,inf'drma·t·iqn :·tn.:at :.repre:se,nts the, 
ob,jj ect on a so:ree·n •. 
:Ab·straction - The removal of· d:etails, o·r t-.t.i:e ... c·om}b·in·ing :c;,f· 
data into a farm that is itlore sttitable: to· 
,.· ., ' .. -· •. ,· .. ,;, .- .,.- ; .·. ; ... • .. • 
higher level manipulation,.:· .Thi-s ,c:an :b.e . 
. cons-.idered the opposit·e o:f ·d::f_s·s:ect,i.on ... -
-.~a·,, J· .. 
. ··, ... 
Instead of bringing out detail abstraction 
hides detail. An example is combining 
'b 
individual edges into faces in vision data. 
:~o-ut,ing - The directing· of data be-tween sub-TDEs·: -a-nd 'to 
other elements In the system. 
Merging - ·The combi-n.ing o:_f: ci:a.:t·a to form a new representat·io:r1 
,of .data. i.n. th·e- syst-ein,. 
_Sot:ti:n·g ~- ·The ord:·eri·n:g ,o:f data into: :a tno.-r-e. useful st.a.t·e for 
fur-theft manipulation. 
s:el.et~·ting - The :s:el.ect:io·n ·o.f dat··a ·tc,: supp_o:"rt ·th·e ·p:.re·s·,ent "<).r· 
.f-.t1ture ·s·tate and .t1,.-nc·tion~l tetiui.rt;!m-ents o·f· 
t·he system· .pro=c-es·s. 
E·x:t:r·acti:o·n ~- Th·e -re:·tri,ev·al o.-f ·s.:peci:f-i.c:- :ci-a.:ta r:e.qµi-req. -~Y tlt~ 
·p·ro.ce-ss :mo<ieii-.ed: .b·y: ·the ·TOE-. 
('") 
Th.e .ne:.e·d- to mode.1 decision ma:J{:ing· ._i:$ :·requ,_ire·d, .of most 
.T.O.Es· -:i·ll ·a ,sys·:tem. At higher abs·tracti:on: levels t·he purpose 
o_f·; 'ihc:iiviciua.l t·a.,sk/de.c-isi-on-, el.ement.s is typical:ly oriented 
.more to the_, proce·s:s. :C)f ma-king q.e.c.isi,ons and c,oordin·at·f·ng· 
sub-ta"sks· than to the, di:rec·t c.ont·rol of· ·a- task or· pro:c·ess. 
At lower abstraction levels· T:o·Es .ar.e·-.. m·ore oriented to re·a::1--, 
-time .±·n.teraction with real·-wo1:.lcl. p-rQc~:·s.ses, but deciis-i-on 
~aking- capability is stil:l ::re_·qui.red... Il-lADE ll._as- .eev·era.1 
:3··:.9·" 
·. . 
l. 
facilities for modeling decision making processes. A 
detailed description of these facilities is presented in 
chapter 4. The ability to model the decision making process 
of a task/decision element is one of the key factors in 
IMADE that leads to the support of simulating the modeled 
system. Decision making occurs at all levels in a complex 
system. Allowing for some variation in abstraction level, 
common decision making requirements of a complex system that 
can be modeled are: 
Coordination of independent elements - Coordination is the 
area of decision making that involves bringing 
"into common action, movement, or condition." 
[30] Coordination is required any time two or 
more independent tasks must work together to 
accomplish the larger goals of the system of 
which they are a part. Without coordination 
any large system could not function. 
Planning - The act of deciding what to do. Planning is an 
emerging area in some advanced automation 
projects. The use of many maturing artificial 
intelligence tools will help the 
implementation of systems that use automated 
planning process 
Scheduling - Once what needs to be.done has been decided, 
the scheduling process determines the order 
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and the time requirements necessary to 
d 
accomplish the task. 
Optimization - This involves deciding which set of actions 
wi:1.1 lead to the most efficient operation of a 
s,ystem, according to some defined objective 
function... Optimization is a process that can 
be incorp.orated in most decision making 
proc~s:ses: •. 
;R:esourQ,e .plloc'a_tion - In any syste1n.; res:o~rce allocati:on 
involves deciding what elements of a .system. 
are available- and the assignment of those 
resourc~s. to COll\plete the processes required 
to attain the current system goal. 
Error re,cove.ry -- Error, r_e:c.:overy i.nvol ves wh:at a system 
should d:o w'.h.en s:omething has ·n.ot gone as 
p·1at1ned. I.t .. is often the cas..e, that when a.n 
erro:r· :occurs the range of available decisi-ons 
is ,outside the normal decision maki_:ng. d:oma··±rt 
o.f a system el.ement. 
The IMADE structtire was des.igneti:. ·to s-i1:pp:o'rt modeling ci£, a,:11 
the above. ·de·c.ision cat·egories and provide·s the ability to 
label T:DE·$· with, the· type of decision t:>:roces:'s. th.ey represent. 
3.1.4 Control processes 
Task/decision elements may also model an entity 
responsible for the direct control of physical processes. 
I 
Control applications range from simple bang-bang on-off 
switching to entire integrated factories. The IMADE. system 
is designed to model the control elements driving electro-
mechanical devices and the finite state structures often 
used in such systems~ In many cases the controlling 
s-tructure in a _syi;tem can be modeled directly in the IMADE 
system's task/:de·c.i,s·ion hierarchy. ·rn ·cases where a control 
element mus.t be mode·led as a black l:>ox., the !MADE. ·sy.stem c-an 
pe used to -~_ap ·the inputs to outpu:ts o.f· that· ent·i ty. To 
support the special structure of co·n·t:rol s:ystems, the 
following: cq·;ncepts are supported i_n ·t·he. '!:MADE systems: 
In:tt~·ri)~l :st·at:~ re·pt(es.:e·ntation -· -In ·:a .:st·a.te: d-riv:en ·c.-ont:ro·l. 
,s.-ystem ·a .s.et o:f: s.ta:t-es ·a·-r:e. develop·ed tbat 
:represent possible ope:tatirig :modes -in- .a 
control element. Each sta.te then determines· 
the outputs of the cont·r .. o.l element, depending 
.Qn. the current inputs. Inp·uts, along with 
current intern-al state of the control element .. 
. . . . .. . ' 
·a~:ftermine the transition sequence between 
internal states. In order to capture th.e-
structure of a finite state based control 
element TDE·s. are able to have state ·d-ia·gr·ams 
:4:2 
Reactive Event handling - Many reactive control systems use 
event handling as a control methodology. 
Event handling can be implemented as an 
interrupt driven st-ructure or as a continuous 
polling structure. The primary concept that 
differentiates an event driven reactive system 
from a finite state system is that processing 
or·· dec.isi·on· m:aking is perf armed on·l:Y· upon the 
·s,ig11.~·1ing ere ~:n event. 
'I/0 m,apping - As descr .. i-bed earlier,. I/0 1napp.in:g: is the 
de·s·cript.lo.rt p:'f:: a giv-$.n ·SE!."t:. o·f outputs for a 
control e1emen-t b:as.ed :on. a: .se·t.: o,f inputs. I./O· 
mappin·g allows t·:ne· m·ode.li·ng :o_:f a. cont·rol 
·el·ement without de·:1ving i:nto the inte.rn,a::1 
,str:ucture of that :el.eme,nt. An exampl·e of· .. the, 
u-$..e of, .:t:/o mapping i ... s w.:t1=ere a. contro.l ,el.:entent: 
·.·is ·.a.n analog circuit that· ·dri·v:es ,a :nloto.r.... The· 
.cu·rrent !MADE definition does :not supp·o,rt th:e' 
'.<d·i·:reot modeling of electrical .ci'rcuit$·. o.:r l.ow 
,' ' . . ' level. :phy·sical ·phe.nomenon, but c:ou.l·d po.s.s1bly 
:J:>:~. ·e:-x·p,~i)qeq. to ·do· ,so,. 
sensor process .. i11g - s~n:$:or process:ing: i.s the technique tha,t 
,m'akes ·truly :ada:pt,ive an.d flexible systems a 
:r¢al i ty. Serts:or p:rocess,ing is introduced here 
$ince it i-s, th.e :'l'-PE·: that- ·models the function·s: 
of a sensor processing element using the 
various data manipulation and decision making 
processes. 
3 .... 1-.5 Human activities 
The IMADE system is .ricit limited to modeling only 
automated systems. It ·c:an also model human activities in a 
complex system. While the complete modeling of human 
activities or personalities is impossible at present, and we 
wo.ul·d pref er to keep it t:h.at .way, the IMADE system can model 
·th:e function.al activitie··s of humans using the data 
~artipulation, decision makihg, and control concepts already 
in·t·:roduc.eci... The modeling of most human a·ctivi·ties: in IMADE 
i:s: us.u~a·11-y pe·rf::ormed at a h·igher abstra.q-t·ion :l~ve·l. th~n 
p,ossibl.e witl;l. -C¢1'.lt.~ol ,ot well defined. dee.is ion pro.ce·s·ses. 
Human· de¢.i·e.ion m,aking i:s also .mode:-1.ed at a high l.evel, but 
with the improvement-s t.aking_· pla·ce in expert syste.m 
tech-no.1·ogy·., future generations of IMADE could c-c>n·ce.:iv-a·l:>ly 
. . . " 
mode·l h:uma'n a.ctivities and decision making with great 
p.rec.is.io:nt,. :Several areas of human activities that are o:f; 
_i)1t·e:te··s·t using, the IMADE s·ystem are: 
.cre·:a·t.ive ·a.c't:i.v:it·.itas/Extrapolatio.n - Modeling the ex·a.·ct 
p.ro.-c:esses involv.ed in cre.a.tivity are b.e-yo·nd 
·the ·capability of any current comput¢r 
technology. The ability of humans: to 
extrapolate and make decisions based on those 
extrapolations are major functions j~ complex 
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systems that include humans as functional 
elements. An example of a process that would 
be desirable to model, and that exhibits both 
extrapolation and creativity, is the design 
process. Design involves creating a complete 
and well defined structure from many, often 
unassociated ideas and concepts. Although 
designers rarely start: from scratch when 
embarking on a proj'ec:t, the creativity applied 
to the design process is currently impossible 
to: :model • What IMADE can model is the 
·struc.ture of· the desig.n -activity and ·t_h~· 
·feedback 1-oops and interactions· :a~ong ·the :well 
·define4 design processe·s ¢_aptured, in TDEs. 
E·>q>ed::i:-t.i-ng - I:n many: co~pi~~·:: :s_y-~tl~nt$· .. whe:te huma·ns have 
ac?~:ive functional. re~p:onsibil.i ties. they do tfo:t 
al·wa·ys .perform th,ent in a compl·et~ly 
deterministic fashion. In.d.ividtials w·ii'.i .oft;e,n 
function outside the system specifica-t-ions ·to 
expedite the processes- for which they ~r~ 
:c-esponsJ.bl.e for. This non-determini-stic 
:behavio,r .o·f people represents one. o.f:· t·he most 
n;otice:ab·le. benefits or disadvartta:ges ot: 
_'b-ginaps, depending on your p:oint of v·iew. :Tb·e 
importance of modeling excep-t:i-o.n :handling by 
:,humans ·~ J not be apparent: whe.n using IMADE to 
create a new system. But IMADE must also 
model existing systems that may not have been 
so wisely constructed as to avoi~. all possible 
problems or bottlenecks. 
·ae\t:ti.:s=tic :ci:riven decision making - Heuris.ti:c driven d:f.!c,±·s'.i.o:n, 
making can often be encountered when 
attempting to model humans in manag.ement 
fUrtdtions. There are often no preci•$ 
p.olicies or rules applied to the dec-isions 
b.eing made in processes where heuristic drive-n: 
decisions are used. Perfo·rntanc·e evaluation ,o·f: 
.. - . '. ·,. ·.: ·, . ' .. 
t:llis type of decision makin_g wou:ld be .provi-de·d 
by IMADE when simulation of the model i:s 
:available. The actual heu-r-3.~st":ic dee-is ions 
could be entered into th:e -IMA·DE: mo<:iel. ·and ·the·: 
results of -the de.cisi.o·:ns .an:a1y:z.ed. :.a.fte.r a 
simulat.io.n:. 
Th.e possible us.e·s ·o.f TDEs descr:.ibea· in this- s-ection a.re 
not. int·epded to be an exhaustive list-.. Rather they are 
presented: ·to il:1.-Ustr:ate the scope 9£.: ·the functions TDEs ca.-n 
represent:. 
3. 2 .TH·~ .DAT·A STORE STRUCTURE 
.. . 
A second perspective the IMADE syst·em u.sei; t:o ·.mode'l 
:c-om.p·lex systems ·is the data store :str:ucture. The· da-t-a: s·t:ore 
;i 
:struc:ture: is :.c.omp·os.e.d of.. data $_;t°l,re elelltE;!P·t·s :(DSE) •. E·ach of 
:4·6 
these data store elements models a data base or the data 
storage function of the system being modeled. The data 
store str1.1ctu.re provides support for TDEs and is interwoven 
into· the ta:sk/decision hierarchy's structure ( Figure 3. 3) • 
Data store elements are able to be decomposed into 
sub-DSEs. They may also .be interconnected with the 
j._nteractio·n.·s de.scribed i:n. :t-he next section. The. 
:relationships b.etwe:.e:n all D_SEs in the system model creates 
the data store· structti"re. A.lt:hough the arcl1itecture of the 
data sto.re structur·e is based o:ii th,e t_ask/dec .. i:sion 
h-i-erarchy, it is maintaine·d. -as an ind·ep:e·nde·nt -s:et O:f: 
relat-i.on·s;h .. ips by IMADE. The advantages of ma.i.n.taining thes·e 
p~:rs.pect.ive.s :separately is that onc.e the d.ecompos.i t·ion .of· 
the task/dect·:s!-on hierarchy is·: :c·omp:lete.,. i.n.c·luc:ti_ng 
def 1·nit·ion_s· -of the s-upporti·.ng Il-SE:~-,: the. :t)SEs can be: 
reg.rou_ped ·i:nto a structure t·hat. reduces redundanc·y o~ ,can pe 
re·organized to st1pport differe·nt. data ba~4a a.~cb.i.t_ect·u.r.es 
(Figure 3.4). 
Data store elelll:ent·s: :a_re ·a:.ble to ·mod:e·1 .a ·wid~ .. ·varie·ty o:f 
:da·ta storage act-ivit-fes.. The sc;:-ope c:,=t activi·ties modeled by 
'.OSEs ranges from ·ma·nually ina_intained fi.le .cabin.ets to the: 
corporate -data. c:enter' s files. An enumer-at·ion .of all 
.possible data. storage acti·vities encounterea ·wll$n lli.odeling a 
system would be prohibitiyel·y long and would .on:l.y provide a 
list of storage sche~~s that are already well documented and 
·understood. Chapter 4 describes how the data storage 
activities are able to be modeled in DSEs. 
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Data store elements ___ supporting 
Task/decision hierarchy 
Data interact.ions ---
sub-e leftEnt re lat ioo _.._ ___ .._ ... __ _ 
Figure 3.3 The data store structure shown interwoven 
throughout the task/decision hierarchy. 
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[D I NAttE Pf U 
. ~. .. 
. .. 
Data Store Structure 
Di: relat.imsh.ips mintained ~tly 
of tlsk/decisim h~ fip jNAl1£ 
[D I NAME b5Il 
Data interactions ---
sub-elenent. 
relation ·---------
Figure 3.4 The data store structure shown without the 
task/decision hierarchy's TDEs. The data 
store structure can contain element to sub-
element relationships and data exchange 
interactions. 
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3.3 INTERACTIONS AND INTERFACES 
The interactions and interfaces between the various 
elements in the system being modeled make up the third 
modeling perspective used in the !MADE system. In this 
perspective the data exchange timing characteristics and the 
interdependences between elements are modeled. 
The previous sections discussed the TDEs and DSEs that 
make up the model of the functional components of a complex 
system. Before describing the details of the interactions 
between eleme·nts modeled in !MADE, an additional element 
that is not part .o.£ ei.t·her the task/decision hierarchy or 
data store struct·ure.. :-must b_e introduced. 
3 . 3 .1- ·Ex·tern:al eleme.n.ts 
. 
-
. - •· ' . . . . 
. .... ; .. 
.. .. 
. 
:s:.f.rtc·e. most. complex s_yst,em:s;- _a:t:e .not developed o·r .used. ·fn. 
:compl.ete i.solation, the external element (EE) is included i·n 
·the: !_~DE modeil. External elements are not functionally a 
:par·t of t.h·e :modeled syst ..em but TDEs o·r DSEs f-rom within the 
sys-tem ·must communicate o~· interact with ·them. IMA.DE .does: 
::-n.ot. moge:1 'an EE in the same way as a TDE: o·r :DsE. Extern~l 
.el·e:ments .a··re ··n.:ot functionally decomposed. The intera.c·tion 
to ~tnd from: EE.s and a short fq.nctional description· .o.f ea:Ch 
·E.E. are modeled in !MADE. The i_mportance of EEs is that. th~Y 
'p.rovide a convenient means o:f allowing for a border or 
bouncla-ry around the system :mode.l. :Without a border the 
m"odel of any enterprise could extend. to· :include. mode:·lfng 
government (County, State, Federal), s:·uppliers, s:t·.ock 
50· ·t. 
markets, consumers, etc •• 
3.3.2 Types of Interactions 
To support a description of the relationships between 
all of the elements in the task/decision hierarchy and the 
data store structures contained in an IMADE -model, three 
types of interactions have been dev.eloped. 
~ superior to subordinate i·nte·r.act:io.p·~: 
- Peer to peer interactions 
- Unstruc.tured data interact-ions. 
Each of the·se .in.teractio·n$. involv·es data fl·ow·in·g f·rom one 
element to another~ Sinb~ each system that is being modeled 
will have ·:its own. un,.ique cl·asses of inter·a-ctions,: the IMADE 
··, 
system allows inter-action type$ to k>e user .de.f.in,abl.e. The 
interactions may be defined in a flexible, but not :t.ota.ll_y 
unstructured,- manner. The IMADE sys.t~in .organizes 
.i·nteract·i·ons into two primary directions between ·elemen·t:$ .iri 
the :task/decision hie:-rarchy a·_nd the ,data s:tore. s.t~c..tu.re . 
. T-he superior to subordi·nat ..e .l·.ev~·:t. h.i~r;arch-ical. int.eraction-s 
correspond to the vertical ditec:ti·on, while the· peer ·to -pe~r 
f·nteractions correspond t.o the horizontal di~e·ct:ion. 
Unstructured interaction.s ·may· inte;rcopne·c.:t. -a~y pa:Lr of 
elements, but require use;r de,f.in.iti_.ons: to .·be. va .. l-ua·b··1e in: 
analysis of the model. 
Each direction of interaction has its own unique 
-ch·aracteristics. The IMADE user must always maintain a. 
5·--1 ..· 
·•· 
distinction between the three types of interactions. Not 
keeping a well defined distinction between the vertical and 
horizontal interactions in the task/decision hierarchy 
introduces the risk of losing sight of the system 
architecture and the structu.re of the task decomposition. 
The loss of this distinction could create a situation where: 
the current relationships in the system have no meaning, 
resulting in a complete loss of understanding. As with any 
complex question rarely are there easy answers, IMADE is a 
t'o.o·l that facilitates understanding an.d ·he:lps a:ris,wer c::ompl.e), . 
. ·qµ,es·ti.,'¢,.n~, but for best results it )nust be as:e.d :in ·a: 
.struct_ured ._f~$hion . 
. 3 :.,;3:_,. ·3 :Interconnecti~91ls of Task/Decision Elements 
As th_e 'tas·k/d.ec:.ision hierarchy is constructed, ·the 
:system beipg .mo,de·led is ·part·it·.ioned and:- tunctionally 
deccrnposed: i_n t.h.e vertic.al and horizontal directio.ns:·.. To 
support a ,de.sc.r·ipti-011 'O.-f the architecture of, the system 
l:>.e.i:nsT model_ed the t.ask/:d.ecisi·on hierarchy require·s that the 
:fn't:e·r.a:c,ti.ons b·etween- :.element·s b·e classified. The types of 
':interac:t·ion-s· a.lr:ead·y ·:ment.ioned. s;upport a structured 
·c·1assifica.t·ion. Scheme that aids the IMADE user in 
. 
' ... -.... . . . . . . . 
. 
understanding the 'potentially complex three ci!me_ns.i,onal 
. . . 
structure of th·e ·task/decis.ion hi-erarc-hy and dat-a ·.sto.r.~ 
elements. ·Each of these -intetacti-on types: w.ill n.ow: -be 
de.scri_b.ed :in. ·d.etail. 
.3.3.3.1 Superior to Subordinate interactions 
The superior to subordinate level interactions that 
comprise the vertical dimension of the task/decision 
hierarchy are the most structured and easily classified. 
One requirement of the superior to subordinate level 
i·nt,eraction' s struc·tu.:re- ·is that the_y· only exist between 
h-i.e.r-archi.cal. l.evels of the tas:Jc/decision hierarchy and do· 
:n.o.t jump mu=l.tipl.e levels. . . _ _ I . _ _ I Another requirement 1s that 
:super.ior to subordinate interact:ions; .con·nec.t only TDEs 
(_FJ..gure 3. 5) • Although the v·e·rt:iq·~(l i:nteraeti.ons are 
.. 
inevi_t·ably representative o.:·f a data exchange, all vert-i.c~·l 
int·eractions· must be furth·et ·refined as fo.llows: 
-Command 
-status 
-Data Abstraction 
-superior ·element dec.iisio.n su.p.p9rt 
.. 
T~~se ·a.re· ·cat·egories that- have been discover.e.d to .be: use·ful 
.in hie.r-archi.cal systems modeling. !MADE also allows f:o:r 
user defined vertical interacti.ons. Each vertical 
interaction must be assigned one of the defined categories= 
1- as a tag in an !MADE model.. ·The contentr.J of. ·each of these 
data flows: i-s not structureci. in any way and may contain any·· 
type of: g:~ta the system mode.l requiI\es. 
3 • 3 •. ·3 • 1 • i Command 
. .. . .. ' . ' 
The command interaction- involves a ·S'l.ip«;it·io·r TDE . 
. instructing, ·ordering, or di.recting a s-ubord:ina·t.e. rrot·~. 
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Figure 3.5 
level interactions within 
·task/decision hierarchy 
The task/decision hierarchy showing just 
vertical interactions. 
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Commands may have parameters, conditions, or any other 
structure required by the decomposition of the system being 
modeled. It is through the command interaction that the 
coordination, sequencing, and synchronization of 
subordinates is modeled. Typical attributes of command 
interactions from a superior TDE that can modele·d by !MADE 
are time between commands, sequencing of mu~'\:-ip.le command 
interactions, concurrence between multiple command 
.. interactions, and sequencing of ind·ividual command·s -wi:thi)t 
a:n interaction. 
:3· .• 3:· •. ·J •. 1.2 Status 
the status interaction inv,01,ves, ·a: subo·rdinate TDE 
. . . ·. ·.·· . ·• ... -. . . 
s·e-ndi-rl.g its current condi:tion·, :statei. o:t· situati·.on to it.s 
supe~ic,r.., st·atus interaction.s fr.om a TDE typically ·o.ccut· in: 
r,~·spo.nse to the exist.ence ·of a command interaction to t,he 
T·DE. IMADE can also., .mode·1 th·e :timing and interd·epe.nd.e.nc.e .. 
b··etween command and: status: ·int.e.r.ac.ti-on·s .. 
:t .•. ~.:3·:.·1 .. 3 Oa,ta abstraction 
The data abstraction inte·raot.i:on :i-s' a d-a.ta f .. low that is: 
A data 
. ·, 
allowed to run vertically up the- task hierarchy. 
abstraction interaction from a TDE do.es no.t ·require th·e 
existence of a command interaction to that TDE. The mo·:st., 
Obvious use of the data abstraction interaction is. in 
supporting a sensor hierarchy of a. system. ·r,n . .-such cl ·syf:l'tem 
.. 
TDEs represent ·va.r:ious sensor pro.cessing funct:_iQhs. :Moving 
5.5 
\} 
vertically up the hierarchy each sensor processing funct'.ion 
operates at a higher abstraction level and possibly 
integrates abstractions from more than one lower level 
sensor system. As described, the data abstraction 
interaction allows modeling of the flow of information that 
propagate-$. directly up the hierarchy. 
__ :J. J_.-::3 •. 1. 4· superior elemerit decia.ion ._E1-upp.or·t 
Decision support interactions are a·e:f.i.n:e:d. in !MADE to 
allow modeling of interact.ions whe·r.e· e.;tibordin:a·te elements. 
actively contribute in the decis·ion making processes o·f t.h:~-
superior e·lement. Nearly any type of p·articipation of: a 
·S.ubordinat.e ·element in the decision making process ·o-f: .a. 
superior e'l,ement requires a direct vertical int:eracti:on. 
within _the task/decision hierarchy. Many types of· dec·::ision, 
support interacti.ons, could be defined. 
An example: of deci$i·<:>n support interactio-n_s i:s t:as.k 
selection. Task· .selection interactions c~_11: occur. in :a 
sy$tem that uses a bid-select strategy as :a means of 
._$e.1ecting the appropriate resourc~ t·or the c.dmpletion of a 
.g·,iven ·task. one possible system using· th!S -st:rategy could 
be~- manufadturing system with an ar~a ·cbntro1·1er artd two or 
mo:r.e FMS cells. Upon receiving .. a·n order -from its' -superior 
t:h-e area controller asks the .ce·lls to biq.. oh the· tas·k .o:r: se:t. 
of tasks that must be acc·ompli·shed .• · Each _:FMS cell kn·ows its 
capabilities and workload ari-d :r:etu:rns. a: ·bid. ·to ·the a-rea 
controller. The, area controller ra·nks_ t.l.le .b.id.s :and 
priorities of the tasks and can select the FMS cell or set 
of cells and instruct them to complete the tasks (Figure 
A more conventional application of task selection 
·Interaction would be in a material handling system. In this 
system the superior TOE representing a cell con~rol·I.er' is 
connected to a material handling system controlle:r at t.he 
·s:ame hierarchical level. The cell controller po·ll.s· the. 
s-uibordinate TOE elements it controls (machine· and. rob9t 
c·ontrollers) to. ·see which is ready for parts or materi:al·s ... 
once the p.art ,re·guiremen.t information is obtained from the. 
etil:>.·ord.lnate eleme-nts the ce:1.1 cont:r(:>-lle·r passes that 
.i·n·formation to th·e m.at:eri ..al 'h.andling· system, which uses .i.t.: 
t.o .decide where· to. send parts· an·d ,material (Figure 3. 7). .. 
The mater·ial handlin.g :$cep·~~io al~o iI·lus·t·rate~ t·he 
·c.tan:ger· a.f the decision support inter:action. A small.: cn·a·.nge. 
in· the archi·tecture of the materi·al h.andling system· s·.cena·ri:o 
.c·ou·.ld cau.~e the materia-'l. lla.t1.d.ling controller to operate as· ~ 
pe.er element with the ma·chine and robot cont.roller elements. 
Here the po1·1ing ·is ·not vertically oriente.d but peer to· pe:e.r 
·eve.n tho\lgh ··the data exchanged is still .u:seg 1:.o f;·upport: 
decis·i.on making in th.e materia.l. ha:ncil.ing· contr,0·11e:r (;Figur~ 
3. SJ: •. 
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Bid Select 
scenario with 
decision 
support 
interactions 
fHS Cell 
Area Controller 
--------- r 
. ' Status 
\ . 
Ft5 Cell 
• Figure 3.6 Elements arranged to show the decision support interactions involved in a bid select scheme used to determine resource allocation. 
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Material handling scenario with 
decision support interactions 
Cell Controller pal'tS need info Material. 
Need parts poll · 
Workstation 
Control 
NC Machines 
' , ~;rid] I ten 
Workstation 
Control 
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Cc:tAftand/Status 
tlorkstation 
Control 
Assenbly 
Figure 3.7 Decision support interactions used to help 
material handling system supply lowe~ level 
equipment. 
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Figure 3.8 
Cell Controller 
Workstation 
Control 
Irepection 
Wmtstatim 
Control 
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Need parts poll 
Material 
Ibid} in systen 
Cmtrol er 
A rearrangement of the material handling 
scenario with the material handling element 
on the same hierarchical level as the 
equipment it supplies. 
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3.3.3.2 Peer to Peer data flows and interconnections 
The peer to peer interactions between elements models 
data transmission and distribution on the same hierarchical 
level in a. system. Peer to peer interactions may occur 
between ·b.oth task/decision elements and between data stores. 
A peer to peer interaction is always oriented in the 
·ho:r·iz:ont~l:l direction of· the task/decision hierarchy (Figure 
3 .• 9)" :• The type of system being ·modeled will commonly 
:-c1r~nerate t:he classes or types of data th.at are transmi ttea· 
::in :a p·eer t:o peer styl.e. IMADE con-tain·s a facility that 
allows for e·asy definit:ion of th.e c'lasse$ of the peer to 
peer data. :f·Iows, r:equire·d in: the s··yste_m. ·be.:ing modeled. 
An e,xa·mple ·q·:f a ;pee:r to ·pe·er interacti,on i.s. where a 
t·a:sk/decisipn- e:le.me:nt m·odel_·ing a robot controll.er needs 
information c.oncerning· the status of the ma:ch~ne: tool 
contro:ll_er e_le-ment, .it services. .De,p,endin_g· upon. the .. 
a-rchi:t.ectu·r·e. U's·e·d in the system the· m~:Ghine tool ·coitt:ro·lle:r 
(·, 
:can a·ccess the data ahd send it to the robot, or the r:obo·t 
c:-:ould look into a data base that represents th·e· dy:nami:c::. 
condition of the world (a world model) and find: fq:r ·itee,lf'. 
the state of the machine, tool it. se-rvices. ·In both· cases ... - \ . . 
. . . . . 
the i·nf.ormation exchange .i.s. ,of a pe~r to pee-r nature witn 
b.oth .. re:ce.±v:er and sender ·operattng at a simi.l ..ar abstraction 
·1eve·1 (Fig11·te 3 .•• ,1-0). 
:t·t .is c.riti9.al that the abstraction. :l~.eve:l of the 
inf·ormation 'being communicated is at similar levels in p.oth. 
the model. and the real system. If· the machine tool 
6:1 
Figure 3.9 
Peer to Peer Interactions within 
tas~/decision hierarchy 
( ~ 71 
"' 
I 
i < v 
r= 0 ,'1 V 
( ~-o 
The task/decision hierarchy showing peer to 
peer interactions. 
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Peer to Peer Example 
Robot 
Controller 
Status Machi11 tool 
. 
Robot 
Cootrollfrt 
=-------t 
__ Reque _____ st __________ Cmrtroller 
Status Vorld node] 
Request 
· Data Base 
Status 
~date ttacnine tool 
· Controller 
.Fi,~.~J:U:t.'"e, ~: •. ;lJJ. Example of ·some possib·le peer to peer 
interactions between a robot controll-er -anci, a 
machine tool controller. 
controller upon being instructed to communicate its status 
referred to it as a series of numbers while the robot 
controller is expecting the abstract name for the current 
machine tool status, busy or done, these two elements will 
not understand each other. In general the syst~ms 
architecture and task decomposition is organized in the 
task/decision hierarchy so that the task/decision elements 
that interact can do so at similar abstraction levels, using 
common protocols and information representations. 
The typical attributes of peer to peer data flows that 
can be captured by !MADE are data flow size, transmission 
time, criticality, contents, and percentage of contents used 
by the receiver. Other attributes of interest can easily be 
added to a model by the !MADE user. 
3.3.3.3 Unstructured data interactions 
For those instances when the architecture of a system 
creates interactions that will not fit into one of the 
interaction types described, the unstructured interaction 
can be used. The unstructured data interaction can have any 
source or destination and contain any type of data. This 
allows unstructured interactions to jump multiple 
hierarchical levels while linking elements in different 
parts of the task/qecision hierarchy (Figure 3.11). As with 
peer to peer interactions the classes of unstructured 
interactions can be easily defined. Since the unstructured 
interaction can connect any element in a system the IMADE 
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unstructured interactions. 
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user must carefully select the instances and classifications 
of unstructured interactions to prevent a model that is 
interconnected like spaghetti. The attributes of 
unstructured interactions captured in an IMADE model are the: 
same as those captured in peer to peer interactions 
'3.3.4 Modeling the physical media of interactions 
The !MADE system also contains a facility to c·a·p .. tu:re 
:-in-formation concerning the actual phys_ical media ::on. whicn. 
th·e data in an interaction travels. The types of media 
classifications are defined by the !MADE user and any .of t:he 
interaction types can be mapped onto any of the media 
classifications. For example, intera.ctions that cc.cur on a· 
p.-2r:rticular computer networ-k are group·ed so that throughput 
:and loacling statistics can be creat-eci. This information 
·al.-:1ows·: f·or analysis that can. help. de·termine the feasibility 
o.f :an·y g!ve-n network architeot-llre and provide feedback t9 
;-th.e system and netw.o:rk. :q.e.e;ign at an ear·l_y sta.g~. in t.h.e 
development cycle~: 
3.3.5 Comments on classes of interactions 
As previously mentioned the distinction ·-b.etween -pe,er ·t.q: 
p.e.er, superior to s~bqr:·d_.i.nate., and. unstruc-tu:i:-e.cl. !nt.era.·ctio·n·s 
must be maint~ined. An e.lem.ent ca:rt appe-at t_o ·1:,e on· a 'highe·r 
vertical level than othe·r .. -e.l~n1:e·nt$ in th.e ta,.sk/decision 
_hierarchy, but interactions between t·h'ose .elements may 110.t: 
ne.cessar·i~y be of a superior to subo.rdi·nate nature. 
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One way to recognize whether interactions are vertical 
:Qr horizontal in nature is to determine if one of the 
elements involved has direct control or is performing a 
decomposition of a larger task using the other element. An 
example is an element modeling a high level management 
function that must communicate \ttit.h a low ·level department 
subcommittee element. If the managelllfE!nt· fun·cti·on h.as 
indirect control over the subcommitte-e th·.e ,ir-i:t·eract·ion ·wit1·1 . . _... . .. . '. . ,·, .... , ' .· . . . ·--·. .. - . - . 
have to be class:.if~ied as an unstru·ctu·red interac:tion. '.I:f 
·d:irect control. exist-s be.twe·en the m~nagement funct:i;on. ,an·d 
th·e subcommittee then the:r·e f s a. -direct superior to 
subordinate relationship :(fi:gure· 3 .1.2). 
When modeling the hier.ar·chical relations.hi_p:.s between 
TDEs the command, status, and decis.ion suppo.rt. interactions 
can t:ypically occur in thta c·o.ntrol portion: ·.e>.f; a. s:y$1::·e~ 
mod.e·1.. The. q~it·a ab.straction intE~racti9n$ could also occpr 
:·i·n the ·se:ns.or,. ,dat·a S:·torag.e., and managem.ent reporting 
.:struct~re·s c,f a. sys·tem mod:el. Other interaction 
.. combina.t·i;on:s ma.y :o-c:c\ir ·f:o.r· different structures ·within a 
5:.yst.:em. model . 
There a1.·e ma:ny scenari·os. tha:t· t:ould b·e used to de·s·cr.ine, 
wltat the !MADE system can model. The next c!1apter des·cribes· 
how the IMADE system represent .. s: and use.s.:· th.e components to 
create a system:mgdel. 
Interaction Classification 
thstroctured ftmion 
Superior/subordinate 
UIIRittee 
Figure 3.12 
Ctntittee 
H=rJenent 
Peer to peer 
SUJ>erior/subardinate 
Possible classification of interactions 
between elements. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE DETAILED FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED IN THE IMADE SYSTEM 
The previous chapter described what the IMADE system 
can model using the three perspectives of the of the IMADE 
modeling methodology. .This. chapter describes how the 
modeling perspectives and components are used and 
graphically :repres:ented. The chapter is organized in'tO' 7· 
sections. The, first section describes how IMADE: .organiz::e$ 
the data in the model. Section two describes the data 
dictionary used to store the details of the elements in the 
\ 
Irtodel. Section three describes the: graphic representation 
of' the IMADE modeling components. T.he: fourth section ·deals 
w:it.h the types o_f dqta that can be st.ored ·in the d·ata 
dictionary·. Wh·ile the fifth section .describes. ·t.he sy:s·tems 
needed t·o·: s.µp:p.ort the data dictionary_-.. .The- :sixt.h secti·on ..
describe.s tne· d·etails of how IMADE cap·tures -the internal 
processe·s and log.ioc: ·o·-f. model element:s .a.:nd the last sect··i.on 
s·errves ·as a. ·summary o~ the chapter. 
A list of the primary modeling c.o:rnp.o.:nent.s :o_f ·the IMADE 
system are as follows: 
Task/dE!.c·ision elemen-t'S (T~DEl 
Oat-at :sto:r:e e.'l~ment$ fD.SE) 
E·xt-ern:al e·1ements· .(.EE) 
.:t:·n.t:tjractions 
superior to suberd-iti:at:e: 
peer to peer 
unstructured 
This list reveals modeling components similar to those in 
traditional structured systems analysis methodology. 
However, !MADE applies a new hierarchical structure to these 
components that is not available in the existing 
methodology. As described previously, the !MADE methodology· 
combines TDEs .and their interactions into the task/decision 
hierarchy., a .. structure that represents the ·1ogi.c-al or 
phy:s:_ical. archit~ct·Ure of the s·ystem being moc1·e·1·ed. At tJ1e 
same time th.e os·Es, defined ·to support the task/decis·ion 
·hi·.erarchy, and their inte.ractions are ·c:apt:ured in the data 
store struct-ure·. 
·4 ... l GEOMETRIC ORGANIZATION OF !MADE 
To provide an interface to the user· :·arid to· :fac.ilitate 
the use of· t-he modeling methodology developed in the !MADE 
system the:geomet~ic QX:-ganization illustrated in figure 4.1 
is used:. This· :figu.re: c.1early illustrates the three views of 
the task/dec:i.s,ion :hierarchy supported by the IMADE system. 
:The details c,f tti~ f·igure are described in the next 
sections. Whe·n ·operating in the IMADE syste.m all diagrams 
are drawn· ·from, the perspe·c·ti ve of the cu.rrentl·y studied 
t.a$k/d..ecis·::ion :el.ement (Current TDE), a:J:'he currently stud,1:e'd 
TOE is, s:p:eci·fied by !MADE users · as. ·they m:o·ve around the 
mode:l.· 
( 
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Peer to Peer Data Flow Diagrani · 
Pull oot p;nel 
lrcl 
TS 
I 
Network Interface Boxes 
Internal Decision Representation 
State Transition DiagraDl 
I/D 
I/D 
Pull mJt imel 
The geometric cross section of the 
task/decision hierarchy showing the three 
views available for each task/decision 
elements. 
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4.1.1 Superior/Subordinate View 
. . 
The primary view used in IMADE is the hierarchical 
superior to subordinate relation view. In this view TDEs 
are represented by the· _boxes and the interactions involving· 
the superiors and s-qbordinates of tl:1e .curren~ ·TOE ar,e 
dis·playe.d. ·The superior/.subordinate view allows fo~ t:tte 
visualization of the ver.1:ic·a-1 task decomposition. l.t. a-I·so 
~llows visualization of: the timing, ·concurrency, and· 
sequencing of the comm.and; status, and decision supp:o.rt. 
interactions. From th.is view the two other perspectives .are 
::available as "pull. out .panels" .. Pulling from the right side. 
:reveals the data fl.ow ·.inte.raction·s invt>l v.ing peer to peer·: 
and unstruc·tu-red in·t~:ract.ion:s.. ::Pulling from the left side 
Jtevea'l$ ·a .. -d:e.s·c.r,ip~ioJl" of· tht!· :irtt~:rnal decision making logic: 
Q.r structu·re .. 
4.1.2 Peer to peer interaction panel 
The data flow interaction pan•l allows for the 
vi·sualization of the peer to peer int.eractions between the-
·current T:DE and any other peer level element it exchanges 
data with. The data flow interaction, ·d.i-agrams are similar 
to the di·agrams produced by the more: c.onventional structured: 
1\:Ilai:ysis methodologies. . . . . Because TDEs can be decomposed 1nt:o 
sub.-elements, the levels of detai·.1 $Upplied by· -conventional 
·methodologies are also rnaint-a.in.ect-.: s·e.lect,ing a new current 
TI)E·:,- while ,usi.ng ·a peer· ·to :peer· 'diagram, .will a.utomatic·a.:i.:i.y· 
ca:us.e ·the.: $·:uperi:or/su11lt,t4inat.e. diagram to represent the :n_ew· 
current TDE. The data flow interaction panel also allows 
for diagramming modes that show only the data flow 
interactions thdt occur due to an interaction from a 
particular superior TDE to the current TDE. These 
interaction dependent diagrams are particularly useful if· 
there are two or more superior el.-ement:s t-hat send conuna.ngs· 
to the current TOE (Figure 4 • 2) .•· T-his ·figure sllows t.wo 
vi:ew-s ·of the same set of elements... Element i1. is- a pa-rent 
e·=Iem·ent decomposed into s,ub-hierarchy containing: el.eme.nt B.1 
wh'·i.le a:1so being decomposed horizontally in t-he:. ·.gen·era~l pe·e.r 
to: ._p.eer i,nteraction d_i_agram also containing :.Bl. s=ince both 
... 
Al and· Bl have multi=p-le ·superio::r .interact.ions in.tera·ction 
specific peer to peeir qiag_i:.-am.s -c~a:n: be developed to 
supplement t.h.:e gene.ra:1- ·peer ·t:o p:e:e~ dia·grams con-tain-ing A:1 
ct.I'ld. .B·.1 .• 
4 .1 ... :3- ::tnterna:11 decision representation 
T:he ·internal decision representation _pa:n·el :a·1.1.ows. -f,or .a 
d:e-s-c:~;tpt:i..on. o.f the decision making logic used by th'e c.urrertt 
TDE.· The IMADE system supports several types of d-e·ciisi:on 
documentation tools. The primary t.ools available are· a: 
st-ate tabl.e ed.itor, a state dia.9tam ,ed.:itor., a= dec.i-s-ion ·tree 
e.d:itor, .. and .a text editor tor: use wh.en none crf, the p-rev·ious: 
tool·s :a·re: ad·equate. The· deci=sion making docurp.entat.io·n. 
captur-ed. in this panel reflects the detail anci. hierarchi:c:al 
aJ::>s·tr·a.c,t:i··on levels that the current TDE is operating on .• : 
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Details of each documentation tool are described later in 
this chapter. 
4.2 THE DATA DICTIONARY 
To manage all of the relationships and details about 
.elements and interact ions that make up a model, !MADE uses a. 
data dict.i-onary. It is in the. data dictionary that the 
·rMADE user is allowe·a to :s·to·re ·the attributes for the 
:elements or i:nte:rac-tions being· defined. From the users 
point of ·v.±ew, th·e aa·ta dictionary is a flexible data base 
o! facts about the ·elements in the sys-tem being modeled. To 
the IMADE system the data ·dicti.on·gry is actually three 
·dictionaries: one for task/ciecisi.on elements, one for data 
store elements, a-nd o.ne :f·or· the: interactipns _·between 
elements. Thes.e· ·-three cii~qt,iqnaries are- coordfna·ted and ·kept 
synchronized: auto111ati.ca:1.1y by !MADE. T·he ·d:ata dictionary :is 
the prim·ary :st.ructure that integrate·s t·h.e·· ·data and 
·pe:rspecti ves in the !MADE system. 
Adding to !MADE' s flexibility, :i·s. ·a bu:ilt :in .da-ta 
management, querying, and questioning/pr-Qlilpti.r1g systems t·ha·t: 
·$upp_o:rt t:he data d-ictionaries. The qµe·rying and data 
ma:nag_e,ment syst.ems behave. mu·ch like. relation datab:'a.Se. 
system~ a.:1rea.dy av$.ilat;:1e and a.l.lo.w users to define fie·:Id:s:·, 
.-a·efi.ne re:1·at.ion.s- b:e·tween fields, and display screens. The 
ab:ilit:y to .·que~y the data dictionarie·s must be flexible,. 
ea$y t.o U$8. ·, and must support the ab·±·1.i:ty to perform 
.stati.st·ic:ai -t\tialysis of the record·s tha-t ntake up the 
dictionaries. A rule based questioning/prompting system 
allows for custom development of prompting sequences used 
when entering details about the modeling components into the 
dictionary. The system uses the rules to determine which. 
prompts to give based on the answers to the previous 
questions. Currently the exact requirein.e·nts of the data 
management, querying and que.stion/prompting: system..s are no.t· 
·well defined-. While some of the requirements and 
c.a.pabilities a.re understood, it is :r;:-.e·aliz:ed. that they ar.e: 
no-t sufficient for a complete specifi··cati.on:•: These 
requirements are described in section. 4·::•: 5. 
In addition to detailed information ·and statistics, t·he 
data diction~ries also store level of :d~tail and 
hierarchica:l c:::ommand relationships. IMADE us·e.s tlt'i·s· 
information t:o aid the drawing ot diag·rams· and p.r.o.vide 
el.:em.e.nt.: te·l·ationship inf.orma·tion to t·he: ,a:ser~ 
4. 2 • 1 set,. :mell\bersh:ip 'rel··a-t.-i.ons 
Whe·n .. cre.at.·i:ng a model !MADE automatically maintain-s. 
$ev·era:i :types o·f non-data flow oriented relationships· 
b·etwee.n elements ~nd interactions. 
. . ,: These relat1onsh1ps 
involve tracking o .. f. who belongs to whom or which eleme:nt i·:s 
:a part of which e1·ement. The r-elationships are 
automatically encoded in the th.e. app_ro.p_riat.~· dat·a .dictionary 
wh-en_$VEa·r ·.a relationship is implicitly :or e:gplicitly defin·ed. 
Having these types of relationsbips: automatically 
:maintained a.1:1.ows for a .m.odel that: .i:s: much e~sier to upd·at."te 
=16 
·a'nd revise. A second advantage is that the !MADE system is 
able to automatically determine if there is an inconsistency 
within one of the relationships when new elements or 
interactions are defined that add to a relationship. This 
allows for discovery and correction of analysis or design 
errors that relate to element decomposition or 
'.m·i.sunde:rs:t·anding of methodology before they are entered into 
·the mo:de:l •. 
Th:e: r-elationships are slightly -different for each !MADE 
modeling component so each will be described in-. detail. 
4. 2. 2 Task/dec-ision element relationships 
There .a·r:e two types of rela.tioi1s.hips automa:ti:c·all,-y-
captured by I.MADE for task/decision ·elements def:ine·d. in a 
model. The first i-s, the element to ·sub-element lev.e.l :o_f 
·d·etail ·relationship. 'l1h.i~ ;r~:lc,.:t.::i:otl:$11ip is encoded, into th:e: 
TDE dictionary · when each element. :i:s defined. The ·second 
relationship is the command influenc.e relationship._ ':chis 
relationship is automatically --~ncoded. into the dictionary 
when a command interaction i·s defi,ned. :between two TOES,.. The . .. . ... - .. 
:o.ortuna·nd infiuence relat:ionship allo~ts tt>r the !MADE model to 
s:how wh·ich .s.ubordinate e:lements can .be ·ef·fe_c_ted by a 
Sllp.e.r"j~or element. By s:toring this re'l·at,i-o.n- a us·er· .c:an trac·e 
:a:r1_y subordinate element's superior-s :UP as many hiet.archi¢-al. 
l:ev--el.s a:s required. Figure 4. ~- s.h()W-_$ ·the task/deci·sion 
element relationships superimposed on. the task/dec.i-sion 
hierarchy. In this figure the s·haded elements r~_pi:-e$~n-t .-o:ne 
. ·' 
Command influence relationship 
f 
Hierarchical leuels 
l 
Figure 4.3 Command interaction relationships. These 
relationships allow the hierarchical chain of 
command to be followed from the lowest level 
element to the highest. 
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particular path of command influence relations possible 
within the task/decision hierarchy. 
·4 .•. 2, ... 3 Data store element relationships 
Data store elements also have an element to sub-element 
relationship that is automatically maintained in the data 
store element dictionary. As task/decision elements are 
-cre·aited and decomposed the data store elements that support 
t·hem will be also decomposed. When defining new data store 
elements at a new level of detail, t:he IMADE system will ask 
·tb.e user to supply the name of the p:arent .... DSE. By 
specifying· th~· :parent element IMAD-E! ·fs able to automatical,l_y 
define th-e-· element/sub-element: re·lat·ion. :A·s. mentioned 
before..,. the data store struc·t11re: created by the element/a11b:-, 
e·l-ement and data intera:cti.on: r·elationships betwee·n DSEs i·s 
:mai.nt·ained separately from the ,re-la-t:ionships betwe·e:J't 'l'P.~$c". 
T:hi$ allows· the q:ata.. $tp·re s-t~c.ture to chang·e ·without 
_a:f-f:ecting the e·1:ement./.s.ub-eleme·nt .or· conun.and ·irtfl·ue:rice 
rel.a·t·ionships "elf·· the task/de·cisi.o·n hi:erarchy-. 
4.2 ~:4 ·Interaction r·elationships and decomposition 
The relationships among interactions are more 
c:;:omplicated then DSE or TOE element relations!. The ·first 
cornpl·ication is that interactions· can only connect elem~:nts. 
according t·o ·the rules associated with each interaction 
class. The- ·s-econd complication is. that l.n several instances 
when disp.laying an IMADE mode:1,. in.t-eract:i:o._ns can span levels 
of detail between the TOE or DSE elements it connects. One 
further complication is the requirement that the 
·• 
interaction/sub-interaction relationships maintain the 
conservation of data flow convention defined in traditional 
structured analysis methodologies. In IMADE this is 
referred to as the conservation of interaction rule that 
states; interactions to and from an element at one level of 
detail must show up as .sub-interactions at the subsequent 
detail level. To handle these problems IMADE allows 
interactions:. t·o be d~composed into sets of sub-interactions .. 
The automati-c. :inaintenance of the interaction/sub-
interaction·s becomes an essential organization to:01 that 
keeps the rnodel accurate in light of these di:f.fic::'ulties .• 
Maintaini·ng; th..e .iI1tera.ction./:eul;>~in.teraction relations a.l:l.ows 
IMADE to .P·erf:orm· the.· con'servation ·of data flow checking 
required, to mai.ntain con:si·st:ency of the model. 
4. 3 DEFINING THE GRAPHIC SYMBOLS USED IN IMP~DE 
The creation and analysis of an !MADE model is, 
pe::tfoI"llled th:rough an interact.ive graphical mod·el.in.g· 
environment. The three views of the task/ctec.ision· .hierarchy 
_p~esented earlier in this chapter are the primary interface 
between the user and the !MADE model. A formal ·de.ti·nition: 
:of -the symbols that represent the IMADE modeli-ng com:ponents 
.. 
. i,s .now presented to allow a detailed discuss-ion of the IMADE 
'grap'l1i.cal -modeling environment. 
.4.:3.1 Graphical representation of task/decision element 
The graphical representation of a task/decision element 
is borrowed from the traditional data flow diagram 
methodology [15]. The representation of TDEs in IMADE does 
provide ~everal enhancements to the conventional process 
symbol. 
In figure 4. 4 the maitl component-s ·Of. the .TOE symbol are 
visible.. Any task/decision element -de:f in·ed ,in ·the IMADE 
system will consist of the rounded corner rectan.g·le w-ith' a 
horizontal bar across the top portion. In the space ~bov·e 
the horizontal bar a unique identification code for t·hf3 
task/decision element is displayed. In the- body of the 
_symbol the extended name p.f tbe element is display.eci. 'The 
di-splay of the extended n:ame should support at least 4_0 
characters, more if the· .:reso:l.ut.i:o,n of the dis_play can 
support it. In the lower p·o·rtic;:,n of the symbol iJ$: 
information giving the pare:nt,_. element's name., us--in_g as: _:many 
.characters as. the display resolution will- support, an·d .a.n, 
.;ic-on .repre·sent.ing sub-elements that are defined for.- 1;.his 
-T·D~-. 
:T·o· :a.id. ·tn.e: :ImiDE: ·us:e.r. tnree· areas in the· $:ymbol are 
nig-blighted if the- -eleme.nt has pull out panels: ae·f.'i .. n~d. .A 
highlighted area on: the left vertical wall. of the -r-e·ctangle 
i~dicates that ~n int:ernal decision panel is defined. An 
area on the right vertical wall near the top of the 
rectangle i))dicates tha_t a general peer to peer inter-act:to:n 
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IS/decision elenent gra~ical representations 
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leuel interactilXlS 
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D Code 
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4a characters 
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Process Hane 
40 characters general 
{no pull out panel defined) 
arent e ertent naP1 
levels of detail 
l 
Level of detail expansion defined 
f'or this TDE 
Inter.,al o.~cision naking 
pull out panel 
Figure 4.4 The graphical representation of the 
task/decision element. This representation 
contains the elements name, the high-lights 
indicating the presence of "pull out panels" 
and information about its level of detail 
position. t 
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diagram is available for all elements with the same parent 
as the current element. A highlighted area on the right 
wall below the general peer to peer area indicates one or 
more peer to peer diagrams are defined for specific vertical 
interactions. The last area along the horizontal bar is 
used in the peer to peer view to indica·te t·hat :a vertical 
interact.ion diagra.m·. is;. av.aila=b:le f:or tne element. 
·'l'hese, highlig:hte.ci are,as are: also used as dif$pl,a.y 
¢0_,ntrol mechanisms in the I MADE u:$e,r interface. Us:ing a· 
suitable pointing device, a user· .. can select any o:f. t,hese 
.areas to instruct !MADE to change· to a new view. An example 
~f this ·view changing control would be selecting the left 
.high.lighted area while in the vert:ical- or peer to peep views 
to :cause a change to the. internal dee.is.ion representation 
view. The .s.ub-e··lement icon and pa.:rent e·lem·ent name a.re'a in 
the. ·TOE· s:ymbol ca.n. :also be used to change to "l. new vi.ew.. By· 
sel.ec:t:ing the area ·containing the parent element nalll.e a 
:sbi-ft to the parent element's view point is performed. .. 
Sel·eoting the sub-element icon a. sbi.-ft to ~-n n.ew vert·ical. .o:t 
.p:eer to peer interaction diagram :can :b·e, ·mad.e. s.ince it i:s 
am.bigUQUs as to which sub-elern_ent should be t·he new current 
element, when moving from p,arent element to sub----element, the 
!MADE system will ask which sub-element is the _ne·w current 
element befor·e creating the new views. 
4.3.2 Graphical representation of data store elements 
The graphical representation of a data store elem~nt i-s._ 
also borrowed from conventional data flow diagram 
methodology. Figure 4.5 shows the data store element 
symbol. The right side of the sharp cornered rectangle is 
closed, instead of being open as in conventional methods, to 
allow !MADE to draw interaction flow lines to and from the 
right side of the symbol. 
In the area of the rectangle between the left wall and 
the vertical bar is the unique user definable identification 
dode for the data store element. The central part of the 
·-data store element symbol contains the name of the DSE. At 
least 30 characters should be supported for the DSE name. 
Like the. task/decision element symbol, element/sub-element 
r.e:lations· ·are a·lso displayed in the DSE symbol. If sub:~dat-a 
·store elements are defined f.:o·r t·he element the s.ub-el.ement 
icon is displayed in the right. p9rt.ion of the rectangle•: .l-f 
a, DSE: ·is a sub-element of ·a :pa.rent os·E a. b:ar is added to the 
top o·f t·he :i:-ectangle that o.o·ntains ·the: parent DSE' s name. 
To indicat·e if an inte.rnal. data :structure has been defined. 
for t·he data store element a .highlighted area is q.i.~playe.d 
·o·n th·e ieft wall of the rectang:le. This internal struct·ure 
def-.i-nit:ion is similar in con·cept to ·t·he interna.l dec·ision. 
pane·l: of· a tas·k/deci:s:ie>n e-lement .• 
The us:.~ ·of· thes·e :hicjll:J;_ights and i-coi1s a1·1ows·· t·h:e 
context of any· e.:i.e·ment ,t:o l:>e eltsily u,n.de:r-sto.od .as: the user 
moves around the -odel. Sinc:e the ·main view· o·f an !MADE . . . .. . .- . ·-~ . ' .. - . . .. 
mo·del is from t:he task/dec.ision per_s·pe.¢,tive.,. -th·e selection 
\ 
- "' ... ... 
Data Store e1enent graphical representations 
User definable m Code 
ID Data Stol'e Hane 
~ ... Code 30 Characters _ 
Pirent DSE nane levels of detail 
ID Data Store Nane Q 
Code 38 Chal·acters c:S a~ 
Intel'na.l data structure 
defined 
DSEs defined as sub-parts 
of' this elenent. Levels of detail 
Figure 4.5 The graphical representation of the data 
store element. This representation contains 
the elements name, the high-light indicating 
the presence of an internal structure 
definition and level of detail information. 
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process used to change views does not function as well with 
data store elements. A move from a view containing a DSE to 
a view containing a sub-DSE via the sub-element icon is more 
complicated than with TDEs. With DSEs !MADE must ask for the 
particular sub-DSE and the specific diagram in which it is 
present, since the same sub-DSE can show up in several peer 
to peer diagrams. 
Pointing to the internal :dat·a· s·t:r.u:cture h'ighlight of a 
DSE symbol causes the same response- as pointi·ng· to the 
internal decision highlight of a TDE symbol, exc·ept a dat-a. 
structure is displayed. 
4.3.3 Graphical representation of external elements 
The graphical representation for external eleme-nt.s is 
simple; it is exactly the same as the tradit:io·nal struct~r:ed 
analysis s·ymbol. The external element i_s.: :°'t·ep.res.en·ted as .a. 
square box with a 40 character name di·spl.ay.e·d in:side::•. -Aga.in: 
if: the screen resolution will s.upJ?ort mo.re ·th.en 40 
c·na:ractt;frs !MADE will displ~Y InQre ·(Fi·(Jl.i:te 4 ... :6) • Extern-al. 
element·s can be displayed in both super-ior/··s:ubordinate and. 
·peer to peer· d:iagrams . 
4a3.4 Multiple display of an !MADE modeling element 
There may be times when using !MADE that a diagram can 
:b·e. visually simplified by having an element .in two places. at; 
·tlte .$~i11e till\~. Al though this _is c.:!.tsco~:r-ag:ed IMADE does 
:s·upport t'he ·di-splay of: elements on th.e: same diagram. 
\, 
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Graphical representation of 
External elements 
\ 
External eleRent 
nal'le 
40 characters 
The graphical representation of the external 
:element. This representation contains the 
elements name. Since external elements are 
.not decomposed there is no level of detail 
information. 
indicate that the element has been displayed more then once 
!MADE codes the element symbols as shown in figure 4.7. 
4.3.5 Graphical representation of interactions 
Again borrowing from conventional modeling methodology 
:iri"te:ractions in !MADE are displayed much like the data flows 
in a data flow di'agram.. :un:li.ke a data .. flow diagram, IMADE 
mu-st support th.e tllree ·tyPes ct inter.a·ct,ions· ·that can occur 
in: a model. All thre·e ·tyPes- o·f interac.tiqns may be 
·b,ic;iirectional at detai.l 1e,,e1s showing only tne context o-f a 
sy·stem or sub-system. However_, !MADE requires all 
interactions be decomposed: i:rtto unidirectional flows at some 
ievel where more detail is avail:able. The IMADE system 
displays informatiqn :a:J;,out- inter:acti·ons by the graphic 
pattern :us-e_d when drawing the·: interaction. ~':i:nce t·he :amount. 
-of i:11fo·rma.ti.on· about interac.t-ions that can l;,e ·di.s_p.)..ay:eci i.$.: 
l .. imited, a.d.·q·it:ional information about interactions is.-
ava·ilable. to the !MADE user through the data dictionarie:s·· 
de:s.cribed in the previous :section. 
:4_. ~:_,. 5_ •. _l Superior/subordinate level interactions 
As shown in- figure 4. 8 superior/subordinat.e Iev:el 
.intet.a.ctions a·re d.isplayed as straight line-$. :·b:e·tw~-en the :two 
·ToE·' ·e:lements involved in the interaction. The four 
su·perior/subordinate interact_i:ons e;uppprted by IMADE are-: 
graphically coded to allow for ea:sy recognition. Command· 
·interactions are representeq. :~s 'solid lines. stattis, 
Graphical 
elements 
multiple 
representations of 
that are diSplayed 
times in a diagram 
11111111111111111111111111111111111 
Extel'nal e lel'\ent 
na.ne 
48 characters 
1111111111111111111111111111111111 
Figure 4.7 
lltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Code 
Process Hane 
48 characters 
rent e erient na 
levels of detail 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
ID 
Code 
Data Store Na1te 
30 Characters 
111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Graphical representations for elements that 
are displayed one than once in the same 
diagram. 
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1st ~ sequence~) 2nd 1n sequence / 
3rd in sequence 
4th in sequence 
The diagramming style used to represent the 
hierarchical superior/subordinate 
interactions in the task/decision hierarchy. 
Each class of superior/subordinate 
interaction is coded and the timing 
relationships between interactions are 
displayed. Small TOE symbols show the 
presence of other TDEs in possible peer to 
peer relationships. 
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\ 
interactions are displayed with a less intense line pattern. 
Data abstractions interactions are shown as dashed lines and 
decision support interactions are displayed as two close 
parallel lines. 
Superior/subordinate interactions are often involved .in.; 
the direct control of subordinate elements. Therefore, 
control and status interactions may be graphically coded to 
show their time relat·i.onships with other control and status 
interactions. The first time relationship supported by 
. 
IMADE is sequencing. Interact.ions are coded ·t·o. $how thef 
sequence. in time when an interaction is acti·ve: ·rel-ativ:e t·.o· 
the other command interacti.orts. This code involv·e>s: b~eaking 
the cQmtn:and line into sections with the number .Qf: $'e:ct::f-o:f1s 
signi-.fying the sequence of: act.iye interactions. ;The 
s.e·quen·ce. shown graphically· :i:s assumed -to b.e repeata~le·-. 
Th·e second t·ime relation·ship ·shown. gt:aph.ica·11:-y i.$. 
:ooncurr.ency. Th·e c.on9urrency relationship can .represent 
-ac:t·ua·l si.multa:n:ieous activity or an alternating s·e.quence: c·:f .. 
:act:ivit.y that is always present anytime the set c:it 
c.oncurrent ·interactions are us·ed. An example o·f the 
concurrency relatiqn ..sh·i·p :is a -case where ther·e are t.hree 
interactions fr.o.m a supe·rior to its suborditrat$.s.. ·trhe.se 
interactions will ·be lab.elect command i,ritera·ctions .1:, 2 ,. a-n.d 
.3 • Wllen the ·sy~tem is :c,perating and the super-i·o.r· e·.1: .. eme.n:t is 
i·;nstru.cteci to. p·erf:orrn its -task, a command is f·ir·st ·s¢rit on-
interact i:o·n .. 1. :On-:ce th:e .. sta·t-us from the s:upo~ci.inat~ e.leni-e·nt 
9.1 
\. 
ls satisfactory several commands will be given on command 
interactions 2 and 3. The order and number of commands 
active on these interactions are always the same. Therefore 
these interactions can b~ labeled as having a concurrent 
relationship. 
When two ·o·r more interactions are in: a: con·.curre.nt· 
relationsh·ip !MADE indicates this by dispi·~y.ip9: .a·n ic:on in 
·the .. l·owe·r corner of the screen. Pointin,g to a..nd se.l.ecting 
t::11~ i·con wil:l cause the concurrent relations to b.e 
highlighted, until turned off by selecting the .icon again. 
The two timing relations may be mixed and matc·h.ec:l in any w~y 
·witl1in a super·ior/subordin·at:e level diagram.. I.f two comm:an·d 
interactions are always co·nc\lrt.ently active :bu·t a·i:¢: 
sequenced after another .comma.nd :int·eracti.on, IMADE·: wouJl .. d ·t.tse 
:a. a::i~.pl·a1•· *3i:m.il.'ar to fj.gµr·e· 4. ,g • 
·Sinc.e mo.s:t· .c:omp.lex systems :are dynamic., th·e ti.mi~g 
r·e·l_:~·t.t·onsh.ips .o:f: s·ome command interactions may .not :t1e kn.own 
in advance.. In this case IMADE will not: be .ab·l·e to 
graphically code the timing relationships. 
Superior/subordin~te level diagrams ofte:n ·have .. 1:ittle 
room for th·e names of the interactions to b.e gisp·layed.. The: 
interactions are therefore numbered and ·the na:m.e$·· are 
available in a pop up window display· i·f .. requ·:ired (Figur:e 
4.9}. This window di$plays the na.mas of interactions to 
$Up.erior elements or interactions to subordinate elem·en:t.s .• 
. If ·t·he diagram has e.nough space the names of the 
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.. 
interactions can be displayed directly on the diagram as on 
figure 4.8. 
Since !MADE has provisions for other vertical 
interaction types to be user defined it has several unused 
line patterns that can be assigned to new interaction types. 
Additional timing rel.ati:ons are not .s·upported by the current 
!MADE system definition. The prima:ry· reas·on ·is. that. ·t:he 
verti_c:al interaction diagram c_an be:come very d .. en$·e, mak~ing 
·the ciiagrams unreadable. A s·econd reason is th:·a.t timing 
r-elat·ionships are usually no··t. e.a$:ily defina:J:,le· in the 
dynamic. part. of a system. 
Color coding is n·o.t :supported fot· indicating t_iming or 
interact-ion types in ·s·uperior/subordi.nate diagrams. Color 
coding can- be µ·sed to display a _c,-ritica·1i t-y facto.:t ·tna.t_ is 
applied t:o ·e-aoh interaction :in a-ny· d·i~gr~i;n. Red. :for h.ighly· 
critical., ·y:e1·1ow for les~ :·cr·it:ical:1 and g_reen for non: .... 
critical creates: an int~itively understandable cod4~ -Th·e 
. ·.·· .. 
criticality .fac-tors ,a:pplied to each interaction mus·t b.e 
developed ~ild u$.ed consistently by the de·si:gne:rs and 
a.nal·ysts: ·working with the !MADE system. The same. c.o:lor ·c·o.cl_ei 
c.oul.d .also be us.e.d to indicate the relative i~porta-nce or 
c·ri_t-icality appl·ied to elements in a diagr.am,. 
4:. ·3 .• ·~·. 2 Peer: to·. :~eer interactions 
:Peer t·.o peer interactions ar.e. .gra_I:5hical:ly &isplayed t-liE;r 
s:am·e ·a-s d·ata fl.ows in a data flow. diagram~ -Like vertical 
int=·era~t1.qns· peer t:o peer interactions .. may- ·be bidirectio:n·a·1 
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at levels of detail that are more summary oriented, but must 
be decomposed into unidirectional flows when more detail is 
\available. Unlike the vertical interaction diagrams peer to 
peer diagrams will usually carcy the names of the data flows 
in a convenient place along, th_e flow line (Figure 4 .10) • 
Peer to peer interaction are usually oriented along the 
horiz·ontal and vertical axis of_ the peer to peer diagram and: 
do not travel a·1ong a diagonal between two elements. 
r·nteractions :that cross the bo·rder of the diagram and. 1i-ti:k 
elements outside the current dissection of the model can 
have icons displayed to indicate what type of component they 
connect to. 
Since the peer to p~er interactions are all grouped and 
.· .·· 
classified into types by the user, IMADE must be told which. 
~ 
of the available patterns. correspond to which type of 
·i-nte·rac·tion. The col·or· ·coding ·of critic·a1i~y desc-ri-bed-
_previously may be .applied to peer to peer in:te·ra·cti,o·n-s ... 
Like vertical diagr·ams-, peer to peer diagrams c-an becom.e· 
graphically :den.s.;e, therefore the majority of detaile·d 
inf ormati.on· about interactions is carri:ed in the. data 
dictio:nari.e·s·:. 
4·. 3 • 5. 3 unstruc-t:u·red· interacti:ons 
_,. Unstru.ctured interactions are uni:que i-n that they :d·o 
"I}:.ot: f:j~t into either the vertical- or "11.0·:r:i:_zqntal diagrams 
aescribed. :$·i:n·ce the superior/subordinat·e .leve-1 di:agrams 
are well structured-,, :un.$1:·+U:c;::tu:re.d :tnt,e::r.ac,ti·.ons must :show u,p. 
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I Figure 4.10 The diagramming style used to represent peer to peer interactions in the task/decision 
hierarchy. Interactions are labeled and can 
be graphically coded to indicate different 
types of peer to peer interactions. 
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C • ' 
·on peer to peer diagrams. It is not the case that peer to 
peer diagrams are unstructured there is just more freedom in 
how peer to peer diagrams can be laid out. A problem with 
displaying unstructured interactions on peer to peer 
diagrams is that they are not oriented in the horizontai 
plane of the task/decision hierarchy. To solve this 
problem, unstructured interactions: ar.e displayed with a: 
different graphic pattern or c~lor·to allow the user to. 
differentiate them from normal pe:e.r to peer flows. A 
graphic pattern .is. _:also applied to the· elements connected by 
·uns·tructured int:er:act'ions that are not on the same .- .·. -- . 
hierarchical ,l.evel a·s ·the peer elements in the diagram. 
(Figure 4 .1.1:) •: G .. r·:aphic :Coding o:·f the ll:ser defined classe·$: 
of uns.tructu:re~: ·int·eractio.ns: i$ ·~·.ot supported by IMADE. 
u·sing ma·ny UI1$t_ructured interactions is not recommended 
since peer to peer diagrams are pos:sibly graphically ,(I.ens.:~ 
an·d the "spaghetti syndrome'' !..$ harder to avoid. 
_4 .• ·'3·:~_:6 Graphical representation o.f physical commu·nic·at:i_:on ... 
,. - . . -. ' ' 
i i .·' . . ' . . 
' . .. -
for 1nteract1ons ·· ·· 
Once a system has been·: iog'ically decomposed and 
captured in an !MADE m·odel, the process of def ini·ng the 
physica-1 architecture starts. IMADE allows a more physical 
~oint: of vi~w by allowing the user to. indicate which 
:i·nt.·.erac·t.ions a:re ;ca.rried by a part-i·cular physical 
c:ornmuntc·ati.on me.d.ia.. Tl).f3 communicat:ion interface· ,bO}C i.s ·the 
·graphiccfl :$ym.bO:l -use_.d; to ind:i.'c·ate th:at interactio.n.s .f.l:ow· -on 
. '' 
1 
- .,.. Ji ' ' 
I t .- "t • -,,' 
,. ;" 
Peer to peer diagram 
with unstructured 
interactions 
Interaction 
Harle 
Interaction 
Mafte 
Interaction 
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• 
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• I 
Nafte 
mst.ructured interactions l,~~., j1.1t.H __________ ee_,. 
Figure 4.11 The peer to peer diagram showing unstructured 
interactions. The unstructured interactions, 
and the element they connect are displayed in 
the diagram with a different pattern. 
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a defined communication media (Figure 4~12) . When a 
communication box is defined any interaction that crosse3 it 
is considered an interaction that travels on the media the 
.box represents. Co.mmunication boxes do not necessarily have 
:to· represent an electronic. ·communication media. Voice, 
off ice mail, .phone 1:ines, :e:tc:. can all be defined as a medi.··a .. 
represent:ed by ·a commun·icati·on .box. IMADE allow~· 
communic8:.t.i.on l)ox~is to have ·an .. ei:ght character na.me.. The 
conun"Q.ni:cation box symbol can ·be used in both the ·0 
sup·e.ri:or/s.ubordinate and peer to peer diagrams. 
4.3.7 The: diagrams 
The superior/subordinate and peer to p·ee.r diagrams a:r·e 
-
s·truct.·ured a.s displayed in figure 4. 9 and· 4 ... :1·0 respectively,. 
·.Both types of diagrams .must. c.·onf orm to the cons·ervation o~f: 
jnteraction rules, that are similar tci ·the balancing of data 
flow rules in traditional :me.thods. The c·on·servation of 
interact·ions implies that. if an element .b.as 2 ·1:np.ut 
interactio.ns and 1 out•pUt i:riteraction, the s-ub·s·e·quent l.ev:el 
of detai.l sub-element diagram must s.h:ow i.nput .and o.t1t_put 
:tnte·ra·ctions that corres·pond ·to· ·th:e tl"l:ree pa:rent 
interactions. 
Figure 4 .. ·.l.3· .shows four inte.ra:c·ti.ons th,at cros.s· the 
J:>qund~cy· .qf .a :peer to peer d·i·a9-rarn. Tl;le sm·all symbols. 
:l:ocated where·. th.e interaction leav~.$: the d-iagram represent· 
t·he type of .¢·omponent the other end of ·t·he .interaction. 
:9-9: 
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·r:igure 4 .12 The peer to peer diagram showing. networ:k 
interface boxes. These interface· boxes a.11:erw 
·' . . . . . . . 
interactions to be mapped to a specific. 
physical transmission media. · .. 
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Figure 4.13 The peer to peer diagram showing the types 
of elements that interactions connect to in 
other diagrams. 
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Selectin·g· ·one of these symbols will cause a new diagram 
containing this component to be displayed. 
Superior/subordinate diagrams show the sub-elements as: 
a hierarchical structure if there is one. There are many 
cases that when moving to subsequent detail levels new 
hi·era:rchical l:evels ~re not cre-at·ed. To show that ·there is 
mor·e· the-n one $Ub--element in e;~bsequent deta:i_:l .le\rels the 
superior/subord·inate- diagram displays sm:ail ·TDE s·yml1ols": :.ne·:xt 
to :the curre.nt e-.Iement. These- TDE-s repr·es.ertt·ed: b)r- :t·he 
symbols .all h.av·e the same parent element ·as;. th~. ·cl).r.rerrt. 
element. (Figure 4. 8 and .4 .. 9) • Even if there are no new 
.hi·efrarchical levels superior/subordinate diagrams can. show· 
t.he sub-element created at each l~vel of detail. 
4· •. 3':• 8 The diagram editor 
The .!MADE system uses: :·a. qraph .. i:c· ~q-fto_.t to -cr.eat:e ·a)1d 
-d.i.sp·1:ay :t:he vertical and h·ori.:zontal inte:raction =diag;rams. 
Th.e e·ditor ha:s optio.n·f?. ·tt,: mat1u·a11y· or· automat:L:ca.lly draw t:pe 
fl-ow lines and place: the symbols of IMADE components in tne 
·.diagram. Since the ·positions o-f the elemen,t·s are well 
defined, vertica.l $uperior to subordinate 1·evel d·iagrams c·aJ1 
be a:ut:o.matically ·generated once the interacti-ons are 
. ' 
·d·efined<. 'The: ed,i.tor aI·so al'.lows vertical interacti.o.n 
. ·. . . . . 
diagrams to span level$ o:f qetail .b~tween elements- on 
d·if ferent hie·rar,ch:ical le:v:els (Figure 4 .14) • 
Peer t·o peet qf :ag-~ams ar:e not as easy to: .autamat.:Lca-1:1y· 
ge.n·erate. The: p·osi:tio.n·ing ot el-eit\ents on the '-diagram is. 
10·2: 
. . ~ ..... 
Spanning levels of detail in a 
Figure 4.14 
~ superior/subordinate 
~Nn leuel diagram 
less detail hierarchical· 
leue 1 not expanded to show 
sub-TDEs 
l'lore detail 
11-~---N..-------1 hierarchical 
level 
ex.>mded 
into sub-TDEs 
Superior/subordinate diagram showing the 
spanning of detail levels between 
hierarchical levels. The level of detail 
need not be the same for each hierarchical 
level in the superior/subordinate diagram. 
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still best performed by the user. IMADE can automatically 
generate the paths for interactions, but positioning names 
for interactions is more difficult. Future versions of 
!MADE may be able to use expert system technology to he:.ip 
automate the pear to peer diagramming process. 
The diagram editor .allows both superior/subordinate 
lev_el and peer to peer diagrams ~.o. be larger than the 
avai.lable- .displ .. ay space. The editor can control the 
scaling, .:panning and. arrangement of diagrams on tbe display 
device. T:he editor using methods described in th_e ·p·revious 
sections- also control·s access to the oth·er :p·a-rts. of ·the 
!MADE sys·t;em. Th·e. diagram editor is th.~ ·.pr.im.ar:y integrating 
mechanism in- -t.h·e ·rMADE user environment. 
:netai.ls ·of the !MADE user envi:ronme-nt .ar:e de·s·cribe·d: :in 
,4.4 INFORMATION STORED IN DATA DICTIONARIES 
The graphic displ·ay of interaction diagram·s i·s on-ly· 
pa.rt of the informati:0_11. ~bout a sys-t·em model ·t:hat· is 
(). ) 
''· ·"_> .·.· _; v}..!J 
maintained by !MADE. :The data dictionaries stc;,:re a-:nd. 
quantify ma.ny details· :about the elements in the model that 
can not ·l;>e. captured in g:r·?tphic·al. representation. Data 
diction-a·.r.y _information often i;~la.t~s to statistical 
·,des .. c-r.ipti:ons ·of the pe·r-formance of components ent·ered: ·:into 
the mod.el.. :'.l·t ts. i·mportant that a well articulated· and 
accurate unde:r_S:tand.ing of the mea:ntng of data dictionary 
fields exist: w-hen us·ing !MADE. :A mul.ti.ple person analysis 
.. 1·0.4 
team must have consistent representations for the 
information that is entered into the dictionaries. 
Inconsistencies within the data dictionary can cause the 
quantitative mEra~urements to be completely inaccurate and 
therefore useless. The result to the value of the model is; 
similar t-o .los-i·ng the distinction between 
superior/.subor·di.nate interactions and peer to 'peer 
_int,e:t.:a. .. ct·ion$ •. 
As de-scr·ibed .e.arlier IMADE uses parts o·f. the d,a:ta 
dictionarie$· f·or storing relationships that e:xis-·t b·et\.ieen 
elements .• - ·Th.is :relationship info.-rmat~i.on i:s. av·ail.ab.le to the 
us·er in ·forms 0th.er than diag,:r·ants. ·A li,s:t of t·he 
-~l~tt1en.t/sub-element relation.ship_.s:, .ca.ti 'be. d::i._$:p:'layed ·fo.r- any 
.s·et. of elements. IMADE can als:o displ.ay lis·t·s of the 
. . 
-su_p.eri·o·r/s·ub.ordinate relation_sh:tp.s gf· t~S~/decision 
,e:l·ements . 
. -.- . ' ' . - . - . . -
4: .• -4 .1 Automatically µpdated f.i:e_l_·ds 
.. , . 
In the IMADE di·ctionaries there :are several fields t.hat 
-a_:,;:~ automatically updated when a _r~c:o;-d is created or 
changed ·in any of the ·dictionaries-. The;se fields are: 
'l';ime.: stamp - Th.is is the current time on- t·h.e: c.omputer sys·t.e.:m-
clock when a change or new ·.extt:ry :i:nto the· 
dictionary is complete. · 
Date sta.m.p .-"""' :The current date when a c.ha-ng-·e_ or new entry ::i_·s 
complete. 
Links to the earlier versions - This is a pointer or Ink to 
archived versions of the data dictionary 
record. The number of previous versions in 
the list of archived records is user 
definable. This pointer allows previous 
versions of a components data dictionary entry 
to be retrieved. 
Version number - This field is closely coupled to the 
archive list and is updated according to a 
predefined increment. The update occurs when 
the change or new entry is complete. 
User Initials - The identifying name of the user editing or 
creating the record in the dictionary. 
Name of component - The name given to tha-cbmponent when 
entered into the diagram. 
Element ID code - The user defined identification_ co·de given 
to an element when ent·ered into a diagram. 
Links to related data - This is a pointer or link to other 
files and records that contain information 
relating to this data dictionary record. This, 
is used primarily to link the data dictiona-:ry 
entry to its internal logic representatigrt, i·n 
the case of TDEs~ 
·r-·n ad'd:tti.o:n- ·to these au:ton1ati,ca1-·:1y updated fields IMADE 
¢ohtains a set ~f- predefined fields that capture generic 
:information about the e_l~men·ts in the mode:l_._. T-hese field_s 
?lnd the prompting rule$ for them are predef·ined: :a:s t.emp·lat:e-s 
th:at are loaded into the data manag'ement and 
question._ing/prompting syste:rn~ o.f· the data diction,ary._ :Li.k:e .. 
any othe:r field: they c.an- be :changed: by using; th·e: d:at:_a 
management system._ The ·dicti-ona.:ri--es contain. $eve:ra·l ·!i~l.ds .,_ 
u.s.ually· ·d·e~~tript.i_o·n and .. qu;antification f-ields, that are 
c.onceptua-lly linked together. This allows human 
·understanding of the des,cription fields and machine analysis; 
of the qu~ntification .fields. Since each IMADE component 
.10:-6 
models different parts of a system, predefined fields are 
usually different in each of the dictionaries. A 
description of the predefined fields used in the 
dictionaries follows. 
·4-~ 4·. 2 Information stored for task/decision elements 
For task/decision elements the data dictionary stor-ea 
the links to the propef internal decision making panels a·nd 
diagrams. Because the internal decision making panel 
captures much of the details about the processes involved 
with TDEs there is r1ot Inuch extra information stored 
directly in th~ .d:ictiona:ry. The built in fie:l·ds. fqr :TO~::s 
include· 
. 
I 
Description field - This field prov.i-des f·or ·a 2048 chara·cte:·r·· 
abstract of the prodess· the TOE models. 
statistic·a1 time function - This is a statistical f.unction 
that could be used to generate typical proces·s 
execution times, based on the average proces.s 
time and standard deviation fiel~s, for 
simulating the model. 
process time - The average time requir¢d to perform 
the process. This fi·eld cart ·a1:so be used with 
the min/max fields if a stat·:istica::1 time 
function is not available. 
standard d:eviation time - The standa:rd a·eviati.on 0£ .. th-e 
process execution time. 
Minimum. ·p·r.ocess time - The shortest time required to perform 
·· ·· · · · · the process or task modeled. This field is 
used if a statistical time function is not 
available. 
Maximum process time - The longest time required to perfornt 
the process or task modeled. This field is 
also used if a statistical time function is 
not available. 
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criticality 
Criticality 
assessment - This field provides for 512 
characters describing the criticality factors 
effecting TDEs. 
factor - A quantitative representation of the 
criticality of the TOE. This corresponds to 
the color code used in the diagrams. 
Process reliability - This is a field that is a statistical 
or judgmental specification of the reliability 
of the process performed by the TDE. This 
field is predefined but its type may need to 
be modified if it is used as a judgmental 
specification. 
C~$t: ~S$aSsment - This field provides for a 512 character 
· description of the cost associated for the 
process of the TOE. 
Cost - A quantitative representation of the cost assessment. 
Additional fields·. may be added to the data dictionary for 
f:PE: records._ Som~ o·f additional fields may include 
imp:iem~ntation cos.t·s.,_ lists= of peopl~, ipvolved, pr.ocess 
1111 
type, lists of resou.rces., etc.. The·- :prompting ru·les used to 
control how inf·orm:atf·on. is entered i·nto these f :i.elds may be 
c.reated a:ri-d. modif:·i_ed to produce tl;ie :most. accurat:.e a-nd 
co·nsist-ent data entry. 
4.4.3 Information stored for data store elements 
Data store elements. also have an internal structure 
definition like task/deci$·_i·on elements. Therefore data 
. 
dictionary entries are mor:e :oriented to performance and data. 
access. Like task/decision elements, the links to the 
internal definitions and sub-data store elements are also 
stored in the dictionary. The predefined fields used to 
-store the detailed pe.rtprin~.t:ic·e. and gen·e:r-al in.formation fot 
l.:o·--~1:: 
. ·- . . . 
• 
DSEs are listed below: 
Description field - This field provides for a 2048 character description of the purpose of the data store 
element. 
Criticality 
Criticality 
assessment - This field provides for 512 
characters describing the criticality factors 
effecting the DSE. 
factor - A quantitative representation of the 
criticality of the TOE. This corresponds to the color code used in the diagrams. 
·Gos:-t .as:e:lessment - This field provides for a 512 character description of the cost associated with the 
maintenance of the data store element. 
·cost - A quantitative representation of the cost assessment .. 
Security requirements - A 2048 character description of· the· 
security requirements of the DSE 
Access Factors - A 512 character description of the type of 
access facilities or factors. It can be used to describe the quantitative filed "access time". 
Statistical time function - This is a statistical function 
used to generate typical access times based on the average access time and standard deviation fields. This will be u.sed to aid the generation of a simulation of the model. 
Standard deviation time - ·T:he .st.ah.dard deviation of the 
access time. Us$d with the statistical ti•e functio·-n t·o generate typical access times-• 
. ~ve:ra.ge :c;lccess time - A quantitative representati.on :of :th-e: 
average access time of the DSE. 
·?-fin_:{mum .a.ccess time - A quantitative representation ·o·f. t.-h;e. 
minimum access time of the DSE. 
·Maxf)num ·ac:cess time - A quantitative representation of :th-e. 
·· · · .. · maximum acces~s time: of the DSE. 
The data store .dictionary ma_y· al·so:. :have :additional f·i·.eld:s 
:_defined. Some of these ·might :be fr$.qu_ency of acc:es-ses_,. 
10·9 
percentage of time required for maintenance verses querying, 
data store type ete •• 
4.4.4 Information stored for external elements 
The data dictionary supports all details of external 
elements. Data dictionary entries for external elements are 
placed into trle task/decision element dictionary. Entering 
an external entity record into the data dictionary will 
c:au·s·e the following predefin.ed fields· ·t.o be availab:le 
. in.st:ead of the fields for 'TDEs • 
. " 
P~scription field - This field provides for a 2048 character 
abstract of the process the external entity 
models. 
Average time - The average time for the external entity 
11 perform its process. 
Criticality assessment - This field provides for 512 
characters describing the criticali-ty fa.c:tor·s 
effecting external entities. 
Key element 
factor - A quantitative representation of the 
criticality of the external entity. This 
corresponds to the color code used in the 
diagrams. 
or resource - This is a description of the key 
contact or critical factors involved in 
interfacing to and working with the external 
entity. This field can be 2048 characters 
long. 
4-'• .4 •. ·5. In£0_?11latiorr stored for i-'nt·eractions 
. . - . . . . . .. . T.h.e· d.ata. dictionary is· t'.h~ primary re·s_our·c·e: f-or da·t:a 
,ab:ou:t intera·c.·tions between· elements. The data dictionaty 
for interac-t'ions contains information a.bc;>ut the type of 
i_.n:teract.io.n ,. timing and ~ependencies -between interact.i.ons, 
data contents, sub-interactions etc •• Data dictionary 
entries for interactions have some additional fields that 
are automatically maintained and updated as the IMADE 
diagrams are ereated. The automatically updated fields 
include: 
Name - The name of the interaction. 
Interac n typ.e - The type of interaction either peer to 
peer, superior/subordinate, or unstructured. 
Vertica:l class - The class of vertical interaction 
either command, status, data abstraction, 
~ision support or user defined. 
F:1·ow di·r:ec-tion - This is an indication of whether the 
interaction is drawn as bidirectional or 
unidirectional. 
S.our.ce. element - If the interaction is unidirectional this 
is the name of the source of the interaction. 
This field is null if the interaction is 
defined as bidirectional~ 
De;stina·tion e,lements - The destinatic.,n for a unidirectional 
interaction .. It may be a list of several 
elements. If the interaction is bidirectional. 
the destination list contains the names of: t,h··e: 
end points of the interaction. 
Seqµ::cax,.¢e:, p.redecessor - If the interaction is a vertical t.yp·e 
· ·· this field contains the name of the ·· 
interaction that precedes this interaction i.r) 
a time sequence relation. 
S:equ:e.nce: -:successor - The name of the interaction that 
· succeeds this interaction in a vertical time 
sequence relation. 
concurr.en·t. interaction - A list of the names of vertical 
. .. . (; - '; -· .. : -- ·. . .. - . 
interactions that have a concurrent time 
relationship with this interaction. 
:The- :preqEa:t'::i._ped fields in the data dictionary are the· 
s.ame fo,r all i:nt,eraction types except for a few specif.i-.c 
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fields. The prompting rules can be defined to generate the 
appropriate path through the fields for different types of 
interactions. The predefined fields for -interactions are 
listed below: 
Description field - This field provides for a 2048 character 
abstract of the information involved in the 
interaction. 
Criticality assessment - This field provides for 512 
characters describing the criticality fac·tors 
effecting external entities. 
Criticality factor - A quantitative representation of th.e 
criticality of the interaction. This 
corresponds to the color code used in the 
diagrams. 
:·r·:nt.er·a·:ot-i-.o.n :mode - This field proves t:o: :bet ·an e:xamp:le of the 
need for the prompting rul-es. Typic·a:l :modes 
can be electronic, paper, verb~l, and others. 
Entering any of these modes will cause a 
branch to a different set of fields that 
capture the detailed information about the 
interaction mode. Example fields th~t are 
used if the mode is electronic can be -speed. i:n 
baud, protocol name,, details about t·he 
protocol, physical transmissioh media, 
distance, etc •• 
Freque.ncy of activity - The frequency or how often the 
interaction is active. 
·size. -, Although the size of an interaction is determined by 
its source or destination it is. desirable to 
document the amount of data that transverses 
the interaction. 
Perceived 
l-
response re9':1irements assessment - This is a 
description of the factors determining the 
perceived time required for a component to 
respond to the activity on this interaction. 
It could be expressed as seconds, minutes, 
hours, days etc •• 
Perceived response time - A quantitative representation of 
the perceived response requirements 
assessment. 
., 
As with any field in the data dictionary, the 
predefined fields can be changed or redefined to support the 
special needs of the particular system being modeled. 
4.5 THE SYSTEMS SUPPORTING THE DATA DICTIONARIES 
As previously described IMADE uses the data management, 
questioning/prompting, and querying systems to support the 
data dictionaries. Each of these will now be discussed in 
more det-ail 
4.5.1 Capabilities of the data management system 
The data management system that supports the three 
:dictionaries in IMADE is designed to interact :with !MADE' s 
dia.g.-ranmring s~tstem, ques.t·ion·ing/prompting system, query 
s:y:stem., and the IMADE user. I·n. ·the future the data 
man:agernent system will a-1·:so: need to support a .facility th·at: 
allows simtil~tion of the processes and interconnections tn 
the model.. :T:o the IMADE user the data manage.ment system's 
primary re_s_ponsibility is to customize the dat.a .dictiona-ris.s 
to the requirements of an upcoming modeling project.. T.he .. 
data manag·ement system also a·11ows changes to the 
dictionaries o_nce the project has started and more knowledge 
about the ~¥stem .. is availabl~-. The data man.ag·eIQ::ent system 
s:upports cre·a ting new fields, c-h·,~n{1-i:n·9 ,f ie,lds.,. de.f ini·ng 
field types, creating screen di!Lspl-ays_,. :-and cr.e.ati-n:g report 
formats. 
To handle these tas.ks the :,;lat-a management system uses a: 
11·_3· 
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graphic data forms editor and a graphic report creator. 
Both of these sub-systems allow the user to graphically 
develop forms and reports. The data forms editor allows the. 
definition of the positions of dictiona~y fields on the 
screen. 
The ·data dictionaries may '.sto.re· a wld·e variety o·f data 
types. The data management system allows the following data 
types to be defined for the diction.~ry. fields: 
Scalar----
Vectors----
:strings: 
:oa·te-
.. L·.rLsts ~----~-~ 
integ·er 
' ' .. ,-. . .. . . ' .... 
rea:l 
i:nte·ge_r· 
re·al 
scalar 
vector 
string 
date 
time 
Funct·ions ---- Functions fr'Oin the IMADE .l:il:tr:a:t"Y·•: 
;:en-um~~ated types ---- scalar 
vector 
string 
date 
:Rec.o:r.d ·ff.:.eld>s 
-~. 
. . . ~ 
----
time 
lists 
functions 
Creates 
record. 
used in 
field. 
. I, 
a sub-record within a d:ic-tiqna·ry 
Any set of data types. :can b.e 
the sub~fields of the .:rec:::·ord 
·114: 
An actual IMADE implementation may allow additional 
field types to be defined in data dictionaries. This set of 
data types allows for great flexibility in representing and 
storing the data that must be collected to describe the 
components in a system model . 
. 4. 5. 2 Capabilities of the questioning/prompting syst·e_m_, 
To supply an intelligent interface to guide the .us.e·r 
·through the fields def·ined in the dictionaries :a 
questioning/prompting system has be designed. The 
questioning/prompt:ing system uses rules to determine. :how, ·t-o. 
progres·s through the fields in the d.ictionary rec.a.rd. ·Rules 
a:nd qti"e~:tions may b·e· co.nstru.cted ·in t.he, followin·g fornrs.: 
(:#). IF (field name) <o·perat,or·.> (answer) THEN ASK (gu.e·.$.tiqn (#))· . : .. ' (·range ) 
(-#) .. 'IF (field name) <ope·r:a·tor·-> (answer) THEN (rule:. (#.)l (range) 
(#) QUESTION "prompt" ACCEPT (field nameJ (qu.estion: :(#"l) 
(#) QUESTION "prompt" ACCEPT :_(field na.me.) :(:r.ule (:#:l:): 
·f·ield =n,ame - th·e value. of· the f:·i·e·1:.d :namec:l iti the 
.dict-f.:on·a·ry· record being updated •• 
operator - a relational. operator =, <.=, :>=·; -<'>.·:. 
answer - the value specified PY' ·th-e answer- e.··x:pt··¢s$::$.on-. 
range - a range specified -by a range ·expres.s·io-n. 
prompt - the text that is dis·played when errt:.:·eri.ng :·da.ta 
into the dictionary ·re·cord. 
!!'he rules and questions are :ke·pt s:ill'lp.le and create .. a. hi.gh 
11.5 
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level language system. !MADE will automatically follow the 
path through the fields specified by the rules and 
questions. Sets of rules and questions can be defined for 
each dictionary in !MADE. 
4. 5 .• 3 Capabili·t-ies of the querying system 
The query system used to access the re·cords· i:n th.e 
IMADE dictionaries is the least well defined dict:iona·ry 
supp.ort: ,syst:em. The primary requirements of the que_Iy.-i-:t1g 
:s:ystem ·at-~ : 
,Easy t:o. u·se 
statistical queries a~ summaries 
create relatio-nship lists ... 
The.re: a.re. :m-a'ny possible way$: t:o create the ·que:ry 
system's use·r .interface. :The most promising is a natural 
language: qu·e-~y sy,ste:m -'l;~p_e~l to: the ·do:main o.f: the IMADE data 
-dii_ctiona:rie:s .. :A :query·· language is :~il.so a .reas..onable 
al·ternat.ive and will mo.st.- likely be used in: th:e firs.t 
vet.S.-ion o.f at,_ IM.l\DE_ ·impl-ementa ti_on .. i. :m_e·nu. &r.iven qµ,e·r~y 
sy•stem ma-y :not be power .. ful enough fo.r us·e. in t·he IM.l\DE 
dictionary env,iro,nm·en·t .: 
4. 5. 4 summa.:r:y,,_ ._aata d_i(:t.ionary support systems 
Tne da:'l:~ d,icti91tary forms the backbo-ne of the :r·~o$. 
.e.nvi,ro.nme.nt •. since all .of the inf ormati.on about the 
modeling components relationships and performance attributes 
,a 
are keep in the dictionary, good dictionary support systems 
are required. The three support systems are functionally 
independent but must work together to insure that the 
dictionaries are reconciled with each other and the IMADE 
diagrams. 
4.6 INTERNAL DECISION REPRESENTATIONS 
The final view of a system supported ·.l:>y- the !MADE 
system is the internal decision representation. Both the-
task/decision and data store elements have in:t:e··rnal 
representations. Task/decision elements can .. 'have: t:he-ir: 
internal logic and decision making process captured ;by tb.i·:s 
view. Thi-s view is the right "pull out panel 11: ,crf ·the 
ta·.sk/:delc:is-.ion hierarchy geometry described in s:ecti-on 4 •. i f.3. 
I·n the ca_se of data ~:tore .elements, the· .i·n:terna-1 . 
. -re:p.-res·entati.on .is .a des·cription of the d:ata struct·ures. :use·d 
.:in the data store. ·Creating an i:nternal d=ec.1·$.io.n 
representation can be an aid to providing much of th~- ·t._irtting, 
and criticality information requested by the dat_a 
:d.:_ictio.n-ary·.. By d.etailfng the task and decisic>.11 processing 
occurr·i:ng i·nside· an ~l·e:ment ambiguit.ies. anq un·c:ertainties i-h 
t·he :ino·de:1 can b.e- reAuo.e·d . 
T,here- a.re seve·ral td.ol.s ·1.rsed ·to .create the internal . . . . .. . . . . . . . . -~ . . ' . . . 
representation·s fo.r ''I'D.Es :a-nd DSEs. Each of these tools t,till 
be described in. the· £:011.ow.in·g sections. 
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4.6.1 Internal decision representations and support tools 
for task/decision elements 
Four representations of the internal decision and 
.:l·ogical processes that take place in the task/decision 
elements are supported in !MADE. These four representation: 
are listed below: 
:De·.c.i:.$.:ion ·t·rees 
s·t.ate di·a·grams 
St·ate tables 
Englisn ·te~t: .ctr ·st·r-uc·tured Engli·sh 
Any of· these repr·esentations can be used to· model.- the 
p:rocess being performed by the task/decision el:eme.nt.. :IMAOE.: 
-p;r-pv·ides two tool.s ·to support these represen'tcl_ti.ons: .• The.· 
fir.st t:ool i·s a ·grapnic edi to_r with modes· ·th-at s:upp·ort ·the· 
,c:reat·ion of de:c.ision trees or stat·e, .di,agra-nis .. : ·The s:'e.c·ond 
·to .. o·l- i:9, a text editor that functi.ons like. :a wo.t.d ·proc.e$S.-o-r 
to enter t:.ext c>r .structured Engli.-sh., but has a mode to 
support. the :row/.column forma.t q_·f $tate tables. ·Each 
represen:tation and the tool that :supports it is described in 
t'ne ne.xt ·s·$c;:tions • 
4 ._·6 .. l_,· .. -1 Decision trees 
• ~ l • 
·To represent condi·t:ional. lo.g.ic !MADE supports the us,e 
.o-f a decision t~eE! representat:ion. A deci.sion tree cons·is.t. 
of nodes in a iraph that represent possible conditions~ 
:a:ran.ches fr.om. ·'.a parent node to child. ·no.de:s :represent paths· 
to nested conditions. Leaf nodes at the end of the tree's 
paths represent th~ actions that take place for the 
particular path of conditions (Figure 4 .15). Decision tre·es 
may not .have cycles but can have more then one path to a 
lea.f .n·od.e.'. A study documented in a paper by Iris Vessey and 
·:R.on Weber [ 2:9] ·reveals that decision trees outperform both 
decision tables and structured English in the process of 
taking a textual description of conditional logic through 
th.e t,o.ol representation and .i .. nto an actual coding 
environment.. :Since IMADE i:s a. g·raphical environment the 
decision: tree fits very well into the IMADE methodology and. 
environment. 
A graphical editor suppo:i.:,t.s the creation of decision. 
tree representations. The :editor will support trees large~ 
t·han the available '.displ.a·y devi:ce a.nd allows easy updating· 
or changing Qf decision t·re.E!s· •. '':1:'ltis editor suppo:rt 
positioning. of conditions, a't1to:ntatid drawing of .:Path:s, -afid 
positioning of any extra documentati.on text tha,t. s.u.pports: 
the tree. Panning, zooming and scales are supported by the 
editor. Decision tree representations are available· t.o ~ny· 
task/d.e:cision: element in an IMADE mode:l .: 
4.6.1.2 State diagrams 
since many systems ar:e created using: the: theoretical 
.b:ase of f.in'ite-state machines, !MADE all-ows ·the internal 
4ecision proces,and 
·expresse·ci a,_s :a: :E:ltat.e 
logic of task/de.cision: .elements to ·be. 
·d-.i'agram. A stat·e di-ag·ram consi·sts: o:f_· a 
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.. 
· Decision tree -for washing car 
Sun shining~ 
+ 
L no drou9Qt ~ 
• 
Figure 4.15 
: \.lash car ~ 
• • 
.. 
: Don at wash car~ . 
' . 
·----..-.J 
:Don't wash cari 
. ' 
\at - - • 
:Don·t wash car; 
. ' 
--, 
The decision tree method for representing 
logic. This tree shows the possible factors 
involved in deciding whether to wash a car. 
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set of states (nodes in a graph) and the transitions between 
those states (arcs of the graph). Each transition in the 
state diagram represents a set of input values received and 
output values produced by the element (Figure 4.16). The 
state diagram graphically illustrates the transiti.ons-
between states based on the current state and: t_h·e 1·n·put 
r·eceived by the element. The diagram in the figure shows 
the states for. a middle level TDE that receives a command to 
·wash a car and instructs lower level elements tq .. ·p:e.r.fonit the 
·s::p·ecific tasks. 
The state tat.,·le editor is the same- editor' us·.ed to 
create the decis·ion tree represent~tJ .. ons·.. th.is· graph·:i.c: 
editor has a. mode· that allows it ·to ·dea-·1 with the :speci·f ..i.c:s 
cf st:a-t·e tables rather than d:e·ci·si·on tr:ees-. The: s.tate ·tabl.et 
• ,•_ • "• . '• • • • I •, • •• ."• • , • ' 
e·ditor supports po$:j..ttor1i·ng of t·ll¢ J3:t.a:t.e _:pubt>le·_s., 
pof?.itionirig· of the transitions, a:nd. positiioni:ng· of t·he 
·trans.ition labels.. Windows are available .f·Or additiona'l 
·a·.ocijmentation for any of the state btibb.l:e:s· or transi_t·io11s.. 
The .. editor automatica:11.y positions the- w-i·ndows near the· 
dia·g-ram. element that: ,f·s .documented. Stat~-, tables may 1:;,e 
la:rg:e_r than :tlle :d.i9,pl.a.y at.ea. Pann-ing·, .zo.oming, and sc:al-ing 
of the state di:a.gr:am i-s supported ~.Y the editor. state 
diagrams are available to represent ·any task/deci:si:on 
element' s internal proce·$se.s •. 
·1··2· ,1· 
. :, ::·. ' 
:, 
., . . 
State diagraR for washing a car Wash~ ,amoer 
Vash Car/ 
\ 
Pre-Rinst key - inJlltioutlllt 
Rinse OOflPlet.e 
bcxflJ of car vith 
hose until car is 
rinse done/soap area \ . 
soap done/rinse 
rinse oorJPlete/ 
dry car 
• 
Figure 4.16 
-
rinse done/ 
soap next 
area 
vax area done/ 
buff area 
\ buff area done/ 
\ va.x next area 
Buff 
The state table representation for describing 
the internal decision making processes of 
task/decision elements. Each state may have 
an additional textual description to allow 
the state diagram to be documented. 
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4.6.1.3 State Tables 
........ 
State tables are also supported by IMADE to model the 
decision processes of task/decision elements. State tables 
are provided as an alternative to the state diagram. Any 
state transition network represented as a state diagram can 
be transformed into a state table. An advantage of state 
tables is that all inputs and all outputs are explicitly 
defined for each entry in the table. The definitio·n of 
input variables is not limited to boolean yes/no condition-s=. 
Don't care, range, less then, greater then, and other 
conditions can be applied to the input values. Outputs :c·an:, 
a-ls:o be defined as comple·x: expressions or functions. 
The state table in. figure 4. 17 makes several 'O:m.is·.S:'i.on$: 
in the logic of the t.ab:le obvious. These oversights. are· 
also mi·ssing from the st·ate diagram. Looking at ·th~ :input. 
C(lll~ntns there are no entries in the table to handle a chan.g$ 
in- the high level ·or superior level ·c_omm.and.: The.·r,e. is- a1·s.o: 
a :m.iss.in·g st.ate, the wait state: use:d when the wa·shing 
command. is· ct>mpleted. Erro.t- ·n.an_d.ling is one of ·the areas 
t·~.·at mu·s.t be explicitly defined in :t:1:1e state table or 
d_iagr~mt:1 and it is obviou$ ;if· omi:tted. 
-
The state table .. is ente.·teci and maintained by a ·t-.ext. 
editor that has a. modf3 to handle the specific row·· c9lumn: 
requirements o:f state tabi~-s. The edit.·or allow.a· eas:y 
·up:dating· .and. formatting .of·: the co.lumn-s in. ·the tabl-e· .... 
.. ·, 
STATE 
~. ·~' .... , ."'·' .. ' 
,. 
STATE TABLE 
INPUTS OUTPUTS NEXT STATE . 
-------.... -----------------------------------------------------------------I HIGH LEVEL COMMAND 
I LOW LEVEL STATUS 
I I 
STATUS 
COMMAND I 
' I I 
LOW LEVEL 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Pre-rinse 
Soap section 
Rinse section 
Dry 
Wax section 
Buff section 
I 
waiting wash car 
Done pre-rinse 
Soaping# 
Done 
Rinsing# 
Done section 
Done car 
Drying car 
Done dry 
Waxing# 
Done section 
Buffing# 
Done section 
Done car 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
" 
I pre-rinse 
Soap section# 
Soap section# 
Rinse section# 
Rinse section# 
Soap section# 
Dry car 
Dry car 
Wax section# 
Wax section# 
Buff section# 
Buff section# 
Wax section# 
sweep interior 
washing car 
washing car 
washing car 
washing car 
• 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
waxing car 
" 
" If 
• sweeping 
Soap 
Soap 
Soap 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Soap 
Dry 
Dry 
Wax 
Wax 
Buff 
Buff 
Wax 
Sweep 
Sweep section! Sweeping car 
" 
II 
sweep interior 
Wait 
I sweeping Sweep 
Wait 
Figure 4.17 
I Done sweeping done I 
state table for controlling a car washing 
element. The table shows all possible inputs 
for each state. It also shows the outputs 
generated for each state in the table. 
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4.6.1.4 English text 
The editor that is used to create and maintain state 
tables can also be used to enter text. This last option is 
provided to document the internal processes of task/decision 
elements that do not readily transform into any of the above 
representations. Tbe text editor can also be used to enter 
structured English if desired. The current ._IMADE definition 
does not specify ·a grammar for st.ructured Eng.lish. Possible 
future versi_o:n cou·ld support a specific structured Englisn. 
language. 
4. 6. 1. 5 Summary of internal decision _r·e:presentations 
Each of these tools .are available :any time IMADE is :f:n· 
the internal represe.ntation "pull out panel'' mode for TDE_.$: .• 
!MADE .automatical~.Y btings up the editing· ·tool a·nd diagram 
or tabie, o.f· t·he inte.rnal representation any time the :pane:l 
is selected by the user. If an internal representatiqn :ba~ 
n--ot :be -defined the default tool- is activated. 
It is extremely important that the internal-
representations are used in a constant manner. . ... . :S ~J1c.e· any 
TDE can have a repJr:esehtati-_on o_f its processe.s and logic,. 
the. representat.ion mu.st r-e-f·lec·t b_oth the h·ie·rarchical l,evel 
and deta·i1 .lev.~·l of the TDE being documented·.- .It. pos·sible 
t:o -have the :st,ate table represent all activitie·s r.equired to 
complete a task, forgetting that there are several lower 
level elements that handle many of the smal.ler .'details o_f 
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the task. Losing sight of the abstraction level of t·h·e 
element can cause the model to be redundant in some area, 
f incomplete in other areas, and inaccurate. Careful 
application of the internal decision representation tools 
can result i_n- a model that has the potential to dri·ye· a: 
simulat.ion o·f: the modele·d :system. 
4:~~-.2 Internal representations for data store elements 
Data store elements also have an internal structure: 
that can be ·c;ioc-umented by ·the IMADE system_. This inte.J~·na-:l 
structur·e rep-resents the data fields ·tha.t Jncfke ·up; ·th.o. data 
store element. IMADE sup:port,s. :both :graphic. an~i. t.ex.t. 
representations of, the.. -data st:rtt.cture- ·contai:n.ed -i:IJ the data 
store. 
Tb~ t:e·x:t editor used tor do.cumenti_n.g- ta.$k/d:ecis.i.on. 
el_ements: is_ a_l~o availabl-e .f-or -u_se: with :da.ta s_t·ore .a"i:e·ments· ... 
'11h.-.e :gr.aphica,l :editor ue·~-d ·f·or d:eci:aic·n t·r·~_e-s and state· 
diagram$ is also us.ed to crea:te semantic nets or box· 
diagrams to des¢::ripe the int.er.n.a:l structure of DSEs (;F-igur:e . ,·. 
4. 18 and 4. 19) ., The IMADE sys·t·em will automatical_l.y s:witch 
the graphic c>r· t·ext editor i_nt:9· the d·ata store docu-mentation 
mode when the user· -selec.ts -the.- ·b:igh-.l._ighted area on. the data 
store ~ymb.0·1. 
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Semantic network far DSEs 
Instance 
\ 
\ 
// 
-~ 
P"fr~ilable 
Network for available parts 
ror a data store serving a 
robot asseAbly elenent 
\-
Instance of nstance or 
Instance of 
I I is at .. \ \ • 
' 
.. ~ available since : , \ \ , \ I ' I \ I l \ , Location I • I 
' 
I \ • ' 
' • 
Figure 4.18 . The semantic network, a graphical method that can be used to show the internal structure and meaning of a data store element. 
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I 
Box di~ram far DSEs~ 
Custone1' 
Addl'ess 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 4.19 
Invoices 
.... 
' 
• •• 
. 
-
• • • 
• 
• 
I 
• 
" 
•• • • • 
A Box diagram for describing the internal 
structure of a data store element. This is a 
free style method to graphically represent 
the structure in a DSE. 
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4.7 SUMMARY 
To model a complex system the IMADE system uses three 
views of process elements, TDEs. A complete set of tools 
are available to support the creation and maintenance of 
components that make up the views in a complei.:e !MADE model • 
. To.- tie the views together into an inte.grated model !MADE 
u:ses a sophisticated data dictionary system supported by a. 
d·at-a :management system, a questioning/prompting system, and 
a query system. Using the data contained in the dictionary 
the IMADE system is able to perform rudimentary completeness 
and consistency checking, but the brunt of the 
responsibilit-y f:o-r :an ac:curat:e mo.de! :st-ill rests with ·I·MA.t)E: 
u~~rs. 
:1-29 
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CHAPTER 5 
IMPLEMENTATION SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMADE SYSTEM 
The IMADE methodology for representing, storing, and 
maintaining a system model are not designed or intended to 
be used in a manual modeling environment. Many of' ·the 
limitations of current modeling methodologies result from 
being structured to support manual maintenance of the mode·1. 
Implementing the IMADE system presents many .opportuni ti·es: to 
explore the capabilities of new concepts contained in modern 
hardware and software environments. The !MADE system also 
offers many challenges in the a,re.as of knowledge and_ data 
representation, user interfac·es, graphic represent:.ati.on, 'and 
:p_roj_ ect m~nagem·ent . 
. 5 .. _: 1 _:l)EVE·LOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
In, the past many problems have :been faced when a 
<l 
;man~c1lly .oriented model.ing system \tta·E; automated. Use:.:rs_ have 
oft·en ·_h·aci to deal witb. inflexible mo._d·eling constru..cts, or 
ditf'ic'1lt user interfaces_.. An .illlpl-ementation of the IMADE 
system catt .a_1s·o encounter m-any of the same ri-sks.,.. To 
prevent the.se d·ifficult·ies e IMADE system ·\ti_ll be 
developed in ·a-n evolution ry manner.. The first ve:rs·i.ons. a.£ 
.an IMADE implementation ne.e(i to be flexible and ·e.a-s-ily 
adaptable to the changing re.qu-irements and knowledge o·f 
users. A-~ more is learned about ·what is required in a 
flexible modeling environmen.t, the ·feedback from users will 
be incorporated into new vers··ions: of the !MADE system. 
1.3-0: 
Through this iterative development cycle the !MADE system 
will avoid the problems common to other automated modeling 
systems. 
5.1.1 Software development environments 
The introduction of advanced programming environments, 
built around suc.h languages as C:,. :Ada, Modula 2, along with 
expert systems :development kits, ·w-ill significantly aid the 
development of t:he IMADE syst.em. Development of the !MADE 
_system can .be.: do·ne primarily in a high level computer 
l.anguage. rr·h.e only requirements for bit leve.l operations in 
·an-. !MADE impleme:ntati:on is in the graph-ics display and 
pointing device drivers. The s·el:ection o.f_: ·a development:. 
environment f.or the !MADE syste-m shoUl'-d be ba-sed pi;imari.ly 
on the -s-uppo.rt given to stru·ctured. p:rogramm:i·ng and ·modul:-ar.· 
development., device and scr~e-n handling· 't·qo:ls·., .. da:t·a 
structures., and ·debu_gg:ihcj -:f·acilities. 
:One of th·e unique: r·e.gulrements of an !MADE 
implement·a.ti·on is i-ts: -dependence o.n 9rgphic repres·ent:·ct_ti;Ori$·, 
The development env.ironment must ·$·uppo,rt p.redef !ned_ de:vi·-ce 
and di·.~:p:lay handling routines. The suppQrt or ·stan:dard 
g:;rc,.pb:-ic virtual device interface (VDI) will a-llow 
tran,sportability to oth·er systems with the. ~-ame. standard 
i·nter·face. The primary :adva·ntage of having good graphic 
S:-14pp··ort is that the effo.rt· re9Ui·red to b.Uild the system c-a.n 
·1:>e. reduced since the low ley.e,l. graphic. device drivers will 
:not need to be d,.eveloped. Give:n a s·et of development 
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languages each having easily interfaced device drivers the 
choice of development language can be based on the needs of 
the !MADE system not the requirements of developing the low 
level graphics and I/0 support software. 
Support for powerful and flexible data st·rue-tures is 
a:lso required, since IMADE is primarily a :data_ ·s·torage 
$:ystem. Suppo.rt for a form of data abstra·cti,on in the da:'c,a. 
s:t,ru.ctures is recommended. The !MADE system is a good 
·candidate for implementatio:n: _in an object oriented 
environment like Small tall<:.. An· !MADE model is compo.sed. o:f a 
:c_omp.let:e- h:ie~atqhy of: objects including the model i tsel.f:_, 
sets: ·Q·f di._a.grams_ -making. u_p the model, sets of components, 
ntaking· -UP' d·iagrams, i·n:dividua.l e_lements of data suppo·rt.ing 
comp·onent definitions, et·c... Flex_ible data struc.ture 
·Support is a must. 
In addition tc, tne:s.e. :r:·_e_qu.i:r_ements the IMADE system has, 
:m·any op.p.o:ttu:r1-it·ies to use the: qo.routines and parallel 
_p;ro.cessing supported by a language .such a.s· cot1qµr.r~nt 
P-ascal, Modula 2 or Ada-. One example: .is_,- after specify1.n"<J 
tne -source and destination of an inter.action, IMADE can fi-nd 
the best path for the interaction i·n 'a p~er to peer d-_iagr-am 
wlli.le the user is entering detailed inf-o.rmati,:o·n ab·ou-t ·th:e 
interaction into the data dictionary. .The ability of the: 
IMADE system to handle many _operations simultaneously will 
increase its usefulness .as the model ,becomes larger and the 
. ...,. 
time required to perform statistical analysis and plan 
diagram layouts increases. 
5.1.2 Hardware requirements 
The design of the IMADE system requires computer 
hardware with sufficient processing and I/0 capabilities. 
Most of the time the IMADE system is ,user _bound, waiting for 
component definitions or updates~, :Thi.s results in 
processing requirements that are extremely bursty in· natur:e 
with peek processing requirements occurring when drawing,, 
panning or sealing diag·ra.ms, pla:nning· i:.nteractio.n and 
diagram 1-ayou.ts, _·p_e·rfotmiri"g sttftist:i,c:al a~alys:is, and 
running sitnul-ations of the model. The comput~·r systems bes:t:· 
suited _f:or an !MADE implementation are profess.ional qua,lity. 
workstations with large memories, high resol.utio·n color 
·graphi_·cs,_, ;pointing devices and high c_a_pa.ci_ty· storage . 
. The: :requirement for graphics d_is,p·la:y i·s the most 
c·:ritical: since !MADE relies on diagr.ams _a·na gr~phic·a1 
symbols to aiid. the understanding of: the model. For an !MADE 
:iniplementati··on. the· r:esolution .o·f. the ·d:isplay is more 
·important then. ·t.he n-umber Of: col.ors available. Five col:ors 
black, white, red, yellow,, green are all that is requi_:ted.. ·tq, 
create a us-eful !MADE system, although support for· more 
colors al:1·o·ws. greater flexibility in an IM,~DE 
!mplementation •. The resolution of the. display should be at 
least 1024 X 1024 pixels. Lower resolution could be used 
but this will result in less informati.on flow .betw.een the 
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user and the IMADE system creating bottlenecks that are more 
serious than any inadequacy of processing power. The size 
of the screen is also an important factor, the resolution o.f 
the display could be wasted due to the lack of viewing area. 
The user should not have to squint to read the component 
names that are drawn at a high resolution but displayed. on. ·.a 
small screen. The typical gisplay used ·in any CAD 
workstation is suitable for the IMADE environment. The 
!MADE system could also be used in a multiple screen 
environment. Several high resolution di:splays; would :aid the 
u.s¢r by allowing both superior/subordi.nate and. p·eer: to peer 
diagra·nts to ·be· vi.awed simu·1taneously. ·The· .success of ·rMADE·. 
·depends on: it·s ability of transf.e·r 1·~:.rc;e .,amount .. s ot :a:ata. ·t,a: 
.and f.rom ·the u·sers of the syst.em .•. 
Due to the d~mands of the. :Pi.Sh resol,ut.io.n:: ·d.-i_~p·lay and 
··the large amount of information cotrt.a .. i.ti."e<i .. in .. a m.cldel the 
1netnory capacity of a ·Computer runn:ing IMADE must be quite 
large. Two or thre.e ·megabytes qf memory would give a 
Motoro·la 68000 ba·s:e·d workstati·on or equivalent sufficient 
power t.o support the IMADE syst:em. Lower capacity systems 
with less memory could be used but the increased reliance on 
·slow disk storage could create unacceptable response delays. 
The demands of interacting quickly and efficiently with· 
users .creates requirements for input devices that are more· 
.acourat.e and have faster response then a keyboard. The-
c°";rre11t trends· of us!ng a mouse as a pointing device .·ar·e 
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directly applicable to the graphically driven IMADE 
environment. The familiarity, ease of use, speed, and cost 
of a mouse supports the needs of IMADE's environment more 
efficiently then most other pointing devices. 
The storage capacity required to support models i:n t:li-e: 
·I·MADE system is quite large. Section 4. 4 • 2 describes the 
predefined fields used for detailing TDEs in the data 
dictionary. us:_ing these fields and estimating 8 bytes for 
each quantitative field, 4 bytes for pointer fields, and the 
values indicated in section 4.4.2 for each text field a 
task/decision element requires ab.out 3000 bytes of storage. 
·tn addition to .data dictionary informat.ion each TOE require·s= 
=an·. additional estima.te of 500 bytes to define the elelllent in 
the superior/subord'i.n:a.te· and peer to peer diagrams, ,and: an 
,average. of 3:000 bytes to su·pport the internal d··e.cision 
,1:epre·s~ntation.. These estimates :are gene.rou:s s·ince the 
f' 
desig:rl and.. =d.r:~a.tion of data s.t-ruotures f=c>:r- ·th·e diagrams a·nd 
internal representations have not been performed. Adding 
these totals each task decisio.n element requires 6500 bytes 
of storage. To get a feel for amount of storage required to 
:support a mode·1 an example mod.e:l is .(i·escril:>ed. 
·This example system contai.ns thre.e h.ierarcn.ic:al level.s::._ 
Each of these hierarchica·1 .l·ev·els': i.s ·ae:compos.=e·d· .in·to f·ou:r 
l·evels of detail, with each paren.t- element. ·gerteratin<1 a·n 
ave.rage of 6 sub-elements at subsequent levels of det:a,:il .; 
This system will create a total of 259 task/decision 
elements for each hierarchical level. To simplify the 
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mathematics each hierarchical level is decomposed to the 
same level of detail. In an actual model each hierarchical 
level is independent and will not necessarily require the 
same number of detail levels as other hierarchical levels. 
Adding the total number of elements for each hierarchical 
level results in a system total of 777 defined TDEs. At 
6500 bytes per TDE the model will require a little over 5 
megabytes to ~tore the definitions of the processes that 
ta:)c~ ,place in. the, system. This figure does not include the 
definitions Of' the interactions, data stores or external 
~laments that ~re also contained in the system model. It is 
quite possible that complete models of thi-s scale will 
require between 10 and 20 megabytes of storage. Based on 
these figures any s·ystem being used to support !MADE shc.>-llld_ 
contain at lea:s.t- .40 megabytes of storage. These figure-s- :are, 
estimates prov--i(ied to supply a means of gauging. the ·s·tor.age 
recp1irements of an IMADE model-. The figures given. above are 
in the co,r.r.ect order of magnitude but will vary up or down 
tremend·ous:ly depending on the model or the storage required. 
for each modeling compon·ent in an ·ilnplem~ntation of IMADE· • 
. An.: exa-mple of one of the smallest computer systems 
,ca-pable· of supporting the !MADE environment would be an IBM 
.AT running with 2 megabytes of memory, 40 megabytes of disk 
storage, a mouse, and the professi·o:n·al graphics adapter. 
The use of removable storag_e -in ·40. megabyte cartridges: ·wou·1d: 
:be requirement if the A'I' is t·o be used for other· 
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applications or models. The AT does not offer sufficient 
computing power in the IMADE environment to drive multiple 
high resolution bit mapped displays, even if the hardware 
supported it. Otherwise this system supplies sufficient 
computing resources to support the a usable !MADE 
env.ironment. Although the AT is capable of providing a 
'l:.i's:a·ble system, the IMADE system obviously requires tbe ipower:. 
·.o:f the next generation personal computers, current sma·1·1 
nt.ir1icomputers like. ·~ tnicrovax, or high-capacity 
wor.kstatio.ns. t.o: p:r·ovid·e. a truly unobtrusive and .u-s_efttl 
mod:el,·ing tool . 
:5 •. :2 THE IMADE USER ENVIRONMENT 
The IMADE user environment can b·e desc•ribed as an . . ... :-. . .. . . .. -
. . 
.fnteracti ve multiple scretap, m1.flt:ip:Ie window graphics 
qiagramming interface. An ·advantage to ·the IMADE 
implementer is that all· ·the windows need .not be us.er 
definable. In many cases windows used t:o indicate ·err·o·r·s·, 
enter program settings, or display p~:r~e; of a mod·e.l ·ca·n. '.be 
sized and positioned by the system wit..hout. user· 
. 
. . ·~ 1ntervent·:1:on .... 
The mo.st important aspect of the :i:MADE env.i·ronment is· 
that the i-nteraction with the user is constant. If. a menu 
selection operation is performed a particular way in the 
data d.ic·tionary the same selection operation should be 
perf ormeq :th:e same way in any other part of IMADE. The 
IMADE sy$·tem i·s extremely ·complex and an inconsistent user 
... 
interface will only add to the complexity. Because !MADE 
has many integrated yet different operating modes or sub-
systems the g~al of a consistent environment is one of the 
most complicated tasks in creating an !MADE implementation. 
The menu structures or screen layouts of the !MADE 
system are not described in this thesis. There are many 
possibilities available to the !MADE system implementer. 
5. 3 THE DECOM.J?OSI:.TI.ON OF THE IMADE SYSTEM 
Thi.s section· i.llus:tr.ates the levels of detail and 
decomposition ·qapabil!tie$. of the IMADE system using !MADE 
itself as ·the. :ltlod:.e1 sy:stem. This will allow for a small 
example model ·to be .e·xpl·ained wh.ile th..e a.rc.h.i tecture .o.f 
!MADE itself is :d·i .. s·cussed. 
. . .. ' ;· ' 
Figures s.1. to 5.8 show parts ot the IMADE system 
decompose.d ·t··o 3 levels of detail. The !MADE system is not 
hierarcni·c·ally structured in the levels of detailed. 
documented here. IMADE is displ·ciY$Q as part of a. 
hierarchical system. . .  . .. . .. . . It is poss1bl·e that as the syst·em :rs 
further decomposed hierarchies may· developed within on• qr 
.more ·of ·the sub-systems. 
5.3.l The context level 
Figure 5.1 shows the context diagram for the !MADE 
system. This is the superior/subordinate view with the 
IMADE system repreaenting the second level uf a three level 
hierarchy. Both the top level and the bottom level are 
represented by ext~rnal ent.ities, whi·ch means they are not 
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Superior/Subordinate 
DISPLAY 
CONTR{LS 
Cff..LS . 
USER 
SVSTEJI 
ROOTDES 
.. 
DISPAYS 
FIRST DETI\Il. LEVEL CONTEXT 
Figure 5.1 The first level of detail 
superior/subordinate diagram shol1ing the 
context of the IMADE system. One 
task/decision element at this level 
represents the entire IMADE system with 
little internal detail. 
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decomposed like the IMADE TDE would be. The external 
elements also allow the scope of the model to include only 
the IMADE system itself. The model does not need to get 
deeply involved with how the user or system routines work. 
The interactions to and from the external elements are the 
important factors in the IMADE model. 
Figure 5.2 $hows the same IMADE context but through the 
-peer to peer view-. Her.e, the IMADE TDE is shown interacting 
with the "user" external en.t·ity .• .Th.e architectural 
structu·te· of the IMADE syst-~rn tre.-:~ts the user interac:t·i-ons 
t·h_a·t. configure, and customize the IMADE system ·as -v.ert.ica1·1y-
orient·ed.~ Information transfers such as compo·nent 
de.fin·i t:iO.nS.;- .queries I reports 1 ~l:'fd diagram di$p.lc;tys- ·are: a_'l:l 
cons.·±d-:er.ed. :t.o be :of· a peer to ·p_eer nature. Thi·s 
archit·ecture allows IMADE .f_:o be treated. as· a sub.or.d:inate .cf!: 
t.l'le 11_s,~r· and also as a peer helping t·o: aid~ t.he us:e:r 
t.1:nderstan_d. a system model .• 
5. 3. 2 The s_e.cond level of detail 
Figure -5 .- 3 displa.ys the sup·e:r.:i:o_r/subordinate d..iagraltt 
.£·or the next l.evel of detail within. the !MADE model. The 
. ' 
identification code displayed ·in the upper left corner of 
the T-DE symbol is structured· to ·support th·e model of !MADE. 
The identification code "L2D2 TDEl" can be trans·l,ated as 
h·ie:rarchical leve_ l #2- detail level #2, task/_ decis.io.n 
. I 
element definition #1. The identification cod~ is user 
definable and need not follow this format. This particula-r 
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! 
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Peer to Peer 
USER DtPUT All> DISPl./W USER 
first. level of detail context 
The first level of detai.1 peer to peer 
diagram showing the context of the IMADE 
system.·· 
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Superior/Sub0rdinate 
Second level of detail 
DISPI.JW 
CtlffRll.S 
l2D2 TDE1 
USER 
INTERACTION DIAGRM 
EDilOR 
DISPMS 
I ,~ 
SYSTDI 
RtllTDES 
STATUS 
' .... 
.The second level of detail 
superior/subordinate diagram showing ·the 
"INTERACTION DIAGRAM EDITOR" as the current 
element. The other element that are apart of 
the second level of detail are shown as the 
small TDE symbols to the left of the current 
element. 
.,, .. 111 .. -
·I 
format is easy to understand and quite simple. The code 
must be extended if a sub-hierarchy is formed at subsequent 
detail levels. In a superior/subordinate diagram the small 
TOE symbols to, th·e left of the current TOE represent t.he 
o.ther TOE def:·initions at th·is level of· detail. 
The second level of detail reveals that ·t·he IMADE 
:S:yst·em :i:S· ·composed of three ma_j or modules, the interaction. 
::a·.:Lagram, e.ditor, the data dictionary systems, and simulation 
:SY-$'1:em. E.ach of these modules have superior/supordinate 'I'OI)E 
defin.i..1:_i.:d'rts displayed in figures 5. 3, 5. 4 a-nd :_5 ._5... 'F·:igur.e 
5 .• 6: d_I:s,pla_y-$ the peer to peer relationships and: 
·ittt:era·ctio.ns. of these three modules with a gene.r·a.1 ... peter to 
:p·eer diagr·ant.. Both the ·int.e.raction diagram editor and data 
dict-ionary sy:st-e_ms TDEs are .de.co.ll'lposed into ·~o,re detail as 
inqic,ated. by ·th.e sub-element :icon displayed i·n the right 
low.er. coi;:ne-r o:f the TDE s·yml:)0-1 ~ The simulation. s:y-stem has 
no further .d·ecomt>"Ositipn s·i·n·ce i.t, is: n'.Ot ·$tudi:ed: :in t·his: 
thesis. 
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!!. 
SINUl.ATION 
\ 
Superior /Subo·r di na t e 
USER 
OISPAYS 
l.202 TDE2 
DATA DICTIONARY SYSTDtS 
l 
SYSTDI 
ROUTDES 
I~ 
Second lewl of' detail 
1he second level of detail 
superior/subordinate diagram showing th.e 
"DATA DICTIONARY SYSTEMS" as the -:current . . ... .. : .. · -·. 
element. 
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Second 1eue1 or detail 
The second level of detail 
superior/subordinate diagram showing :the 
"SIMULATION SYSTEM" element. This ·el.eme·nt 
not further decomposed into sub-elements· •. 
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Peer to peer 
.. 
INTERACTION DIAfiMtt 
EDTIOR 
COtFOtEHT DEFDUT IfJIS 
AtfD DATA 
I DIADE I~ 
l2D2 TOE3 
SDll.ftTION SYSTDt 
I 
Second level of detail 
I 
Fl OEHTS Atl> REI.AT DJCSHIPS 
COtFtlENT RELAT IlltS 
'11i> ST AT IST ICS 
. . 
• 
USER 
alAIENT MTR 
fttl> REU\T IfltSHIPS 
l 
._Fi:.gl1re 5. 6- The peer tc.'> peer diagram -showing the 
interactions between the three task/decision 
elements contained in the second level bf 
detail. 
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-5.3.3 The third level of detail 
.. 
Figure 5. 7 and 5. a show the third level of de.tail in 
the IMADE model. The decomposition of detail leve.l two into 
detail level three does not introduce any new hierarchical 
structure into the model.. The supe.rior/·s:ubordinate diagrams 
fQr the TDEs shown in fi:gures 5·. 7 .and. 5 .• a do not change 
.~ignificantly front the superior/subordinate. diagra'kir at 
det-a,f.l ·1ev-e·l 2 •. 
5.3.3.l Decomposition of the interaction diagram editor 
Figure 5. 7 shows that the interacti.on diagram edit.or 
modE;;!l i.~ q.ec. .. o:mpos·ed into three modules., These mo·dul·es, ·the· 
:II.-P:EER TO: PEER DIAGRAM EDITOR", "SUPERIOR/SUBORDINATE DI!t;RA?1· 
ED.ITOR'' and. llINTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS.: EDITOR" perform the 
fu·n·ctions reqtiire.d .by the three views: i.11 the IMADE 
cliagramming :Sys.tem.: T·he tii·a·g.ra:m also: s:how:s the users 
ability to· mov~ from any module to: .any :oth·et :module. This 
.j.f; ·£ac·ilit.ated. by the "TRANSFER OF: CON';r.ROL11 .interaction. 
~-· 3. 3. 2 Decomposition of the data dict··ionary systems 
Figure 5. 8 shows more details o·f ·the data dictionary 
'.systems • 
e.l·ements • 
The three dictionaries are shown as data store ' ... .. -
. . .. 
Al though the superior/sub·ordinate diagrams at·e 
·not shown the three task/decision elements have ve:x·tic:a.l 
interactions with the "USER" and "SYSTEM ROUTI·NES 11 .en.tit·fe:s 
shown in figure 5.1 • 
... 
',:\ ... .. 
f ..... -- •• ·..,~ : '.,' 
Peet"" to Peer-
,,D ISPllWS PEER TO PUR D IffiRflt1 
CJ EDilell 
USER Df>tJT 
mt>tHHT 
DEFIMITICltS... fINTERACTIClt DWJM II p I . o ., L_fDITOR _ cc·- , 
.... :-.. , ' 
aN>OtENT 
DATA 
D ICT I!ltARY 
~ACtESS ) 
'"e 
,, 
.... ' 
aJ1PtJEfT DEFINITICltS tw£S + 
-. ~IIl11SH1PS 
... , 203 TDE2 
StFER1CR/St1Um1NATE 
DH&lffl EDil~ 
DISPLAVS _-_« 2D_3_T_DE3 ____ --t., , TRNt!i-ER CF COHTRO..., 
0 ..... ,, . . -----. IMTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS .. IDilOR 
Third level of detail 
COfl>OfENT DEF1MITIOHS HAtES 
R£LJ\ T IONSHIPS 
,.,. 
DISPUWS 
Figure 5.7 The peer to peer diagram showing the third 
level of detail. These elements are sub-
elements of the the "INTERACTION DIAGRAM 
EDITOR". 
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Third level of detail 
The peer to peer diagra
m showing the third 
level of detail. Thes
e elements are sub-
elements of the "DATA
 DICTIONARY SYSTEMS" 
element. 
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The diagrams of the IMADE system contain good examples 
of the conservation of interaction rule that was discussed 
in sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.7. The "USER INPUT COMPONENT 
DEFINITIONS" and "DISPLAYS" interactions in figure 5. 7 cros:·s 
the boundary of the diagram to connect to elements somewhere 
else. These interactions are decompo$ed from· the "COMPONENT 
DEFIN_:I:TIONS AND DATA" interac-t.i.on in- figure 5. 6. 
j~3.4 Example fourth detail le~el decomposition 
The next leve·l of -detail for the "PEER TO PE:ER D .. IAGRAM 
:ED:!TOR" is s.hown in figu·re s:.:9 In this figure the· p-eer to 
peer diagram edi to~- _is pecomp.os.ed .int·o three new prooess·ing 
elements. The local data ·store r·eqµired t_o: stipp·o·rt these: 
~lements is ;also· displayed. Although ,not. s:hown at this 
lev:el ·of: detai'l, further decomp·osit.ion of: tl'le e:.lements 
··rev.eq:l s;eve·ral. sub-elements ·th:q1:,. .~re coinm.o·n to ea.ch. of the: 
·element·s ·shown in fi.gq.re ;5:: ..... 9-. Ex.ample:s :of the--s·e· ·c¢l@i-o.n 
:e:l·ements are screen ha:ndl-ing, -inpu·t, ana· e·r·ro·r handling. .I.t:-
:i:s quite possible once deep into th·e :model that processin9 
elements may have many of the same :$Ub-elements. The 
·in·teractions between the sub-elements will most likely ··:be 
-d-if:ferent, therefore causing the difference in function 
between the p·a-rent elements.: One of the benefits: o.f IMADE 
.i·s that by· .an.alyz·ing the data dictionary, eleme·nte1 that 
:pe·rform. commo.n functions at co,nunon detail level$, :simil:a·r 
elements c-an: ·b·e identified anq. nterged into a .s·,ing.i:e el.ement. 
.. 
., . . 
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""I, 
Fourth level of detail 
Figure 5.9 The forth level of detail showing sub-
elements of the 11 n~~R TO PEER DIAGRAM 
EDITOR". 
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5.3.5 Example state table representation 
The final figure in the partial model of the !MADE 
system is a state diagram representing the internal 
sequencing of the "superior/subordinate diagram editor". 
Since this element is at an abstract detail level the 
internal logic representation is equally abstract, dealing· 
-o.nly with the sequencing of the major operations performed 
_by the element (Figure 5.10). Figure 5.10 displays a 
sequence of operations that can be described as follows:-
When entering the superior/subordinate diagram 
edtt;or, draw a: d.i.a-gram from the current element _perspecti·ve· ... 
on·c.e finished ·_pr·ompt the user fa:~ the various .options 
avai:.lable-. If th:e user sel.e..c.t-s a new cu:rrent el·ement draw a 
new di-agram and_: p·r:ompt the user again... I--.f a n:e\'t ei.ement is 
... to: .be defined-., -a.ccept the data for the new elem·ent-, .. re·.draw· 
the diagram .in·clµ_q·ing the new elemeJJ;t:S, .a.nd prompt ·the u.=s~,r 
ag:ain. ·rf the user .se·Iect=s :a. different view: ·o.r ·is .!-.i .. n..ishe:d 
using the superior/subord.ina·te. ·diagr··am :editg·r $.·av:e ·the ·new· 
erl .. ement and diagram definit·ions ·ang l:.eave the e.dito·r:. 
:·r-n a :complete !MADE mod·el each tas:k/deci·sion el.ement. 
·woul,ci ·liave: a s-imilar inte·rnal log.le. ·repre$entati·on: c:rea-ted 
·t.o hei:p: de:s·cr:ibe the proces,s-=ing ·p.e:tforined: by the .elem=en:t .. 
. . . . 
A :d_ompl.ete model of f}tfADE would· b:e v.e·r.y· large~ As 
:d:e,s.cribed in the previous section a high-'level architecture 
for the IMADE system is defined. This ie; a suggested start 
at the first few leve.l of decomposition o·.f the !MADE system. 
:, 
- r ... • • • • ;- ,, . 
. . ~ .' ... " 
-· • --··- ·- "··---·-~- ··------....... • » --·-- .... •·--# 
. - . -- -- - ·-- ·-- - . - -- .. ·--- -··--~ ... -·~ 
State table Internal logic 
r-epr-esentation 
Figure 5.10 
DISPLAY IXIEIPR(lf'J USER 
FlNIS1£D SIS DEFIHITilltS/ 
SAUE DW&S 
St.ate table Form l.2D3 TDE2 SlFERIIRISIIDDlMAJE DIIDWI EDIJIR 
Third level or detail 
A state table diagram for the 
"SUPERIOR/SUBORDINATE DIAGRAM EDITOR". The 
sequencing of activities is clearly 
displayed. 
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Implementers once having studied the processes and problems 
involved in building an !MADE system may need to modify and 
change the model presented. The advantage of the model is 
that it is easier to change then the code of the actual 
system, and serves as a tool to help design, modify, and 
understand the code and its behavior. 
::~. 4 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT TIMETABLE AND AREAS OF RESEARCH 
Any project, even those done in academi.a, requires 
prbjections of how long it will take to complete stages of a 
·project· lo.n9 be.fore suffici.ent information _i$ available to. 
sµ:pport tho:$.e projections. The _projections, provided. in. this 
sect·.i.on are fi.rst level estimates and subje·.ct· t:o -revisol~on as 
·more is known: -about the project and resource.a: avail:able:.-
'l'o ·cpmplete a· p:rototype system in a r·ea·so:na.bl·e t·im·e· 
·_pe.ri:od .. ·a devel.opme.nt team of four people should ·be allocait·ed 
t:o the projec.t, with ·two _p~op:l.·e working_ on ·t::ttEa graphical 
·ed.itors 0q:p.Q. two peopl:e- working Ori the data di.dtionary 
systems. o·n·c·e ·11a:ving reviewed the ·unique require:rnen.t$ :of 
t:he: IM.ADE system the implement;ati.on team will ·nee.d to c·r.e.at·e 
a det;aii·ed ·des·ign specification.. In creating the detail:ed 
.q·e.$i·g:n specification particul.ar attention ·Will .need· to 1:>e 
,, 
pa.id to the user inte1·f ace,: d_J .. splay handl_i-ilSJ'; .a.n.d: 
mai·.ntenance of the large· amount.s -o:! .relationship ..s.· loetwee·n: 
compone·nts ,i·n -.a .model, and the decomposition of the mo·d.ule·s· 
·making :UP IMADE. Unfortunately IMADE itself will not be· 
avat.:i:lable to the !ll\plementers of the system. 
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5.4.l Areas requiring additional research 
One of the primary areas that needs to be addressed in 
IMADE are the detailed requirements and mechanics involved 
in performing major changes to a model. The number of 
·re.lationships between elements makes editing of a model very 
diff·icult an.d aut'oma:ting the updating process is required. 
A second ar:.ea of research is in data management system 
'f-or the da,·t.a ·d:ii.·ctionaries. The details and requirements of 
quer:y-ing and performing statistical analysis w·ill need to .b.e 
understood. In addition if expert system and natural 
la.nguage tech·nologies are desired to be. used within t-he 
IMA:bE environment then research and detailed design studies 
·w:il-1 need to· be- p~i:-form·ed. to understand how those 
tech·n·o·log:ies wi11. interface; :ipteract or be i.·nc.orpo·-r·ated 
·, . . . ' . . . ... . . .··. 
w1:th1·n the IMA.DE·· structures.: •. 
. . - . . . . ' . . . . . . . 
- ." . 
. . 
. .. 
Th.e final :ar~·a of research involves: the: de·t.a:.:iled.: design 
.. 
. ~ 
s.pec-if.ic:at:·i.o-n:. 'The IMADE system mus·t '.be designed to allow 
tnaximuxn flexibility and the abil::it_y to a.c:.cept new procedures 
when changes in the IMADE meth·odol:ogy are required. This is 
:th·e. ~ost diff.icul t part of creating· a d'etailed design since 
,it i.$: -i~possi·ble: :to. pr·edict ·the· changes required. in future 
vers:i:ons o .. f ·tJ:l~ I.'?~~oi .s_ys.-tem . 
.. ~.; .. _:_4· ... 2·. _p¢·velopment time table· 
·-·· . 
. Given four people in an academic environment with l.ight 
¢,ot:i:r:$.e 1:oa·ds and graduate student level experience, th.e 
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implementation of the IMADE system including d
etailed 
design, programming environment selection, and
 initial 
coding will require a one year effort. This i
s assuming 
that there are no major problems with the programming 
environment or design of IMADE. Additional ti
me should be 
allocated if a11_y programming tools are needed 
such as 
graphic pr·im·it-ive:s:, device drivers, etc. 
The de.$.ign an·d i;.e#3ear.ch for the development environme
nt 
·should consume 7 inonth·s c:)··f the effort. The remaining 5 
months ·w±.11 'be re·qui·red to ··produce the code for 
th.e. system. 
one~ complete, the· p:,rototype ltl.-ill be- abl~ t·o be 
used to 
create experime.nt·.~1 mod·el-s.;. :A f:Q:ll ·model of !MADE itsel
f 
.c:ap be one of the ·f·irst applicati:.ons of· the co
mpleted 
sys,te;nt. 'I'h::is W:ill a .. l:l:ow evaluation of .. now the
 IMADE 
·;metho·dc>lOgy handles comp.lex· appl:i~}atio.n level softwa·:te 
.d~sign and engineering.. :.Qthe~ appl.:icat:ions are 
modeli-ng of 
'·the: Lehigh hierarchica.l control ·system and the
 d.e:sign and 
¢p·eration. of the manufacturing ·1abs. A hiera.rch
ica.1 control 
·system -ba.sed on the experiences and research a
t the National 
Bure.a'll of St.anc~l2ti;-ds is currently b.e.ing deve·lop
.ed.. A model 
of· ·this $ystem wo1.1ld explicitly test the hie:r.arc.hi:ca:l 
·c:.onstructs. b.u...i.1-t into IMADE -~ 
Once any weaknesse:S o.f the !MADE me1;·hod:o.Iog~t 
ar:e 
.exposed future versions w·ill .. be able to be, far· mo:re
 u·s·e.ful_. 
Tbe tight integration of the many aS_pec.t,s of a
 sys:tem :mod·el 
w.i:11 mak-e changing the IMADE system more diffi
cult. Tbe 
respon:sibility for developing· the IMADE system
 does -not .sto:p 
'1:5·6 
after the first year. Through the iterative modification 
process IMADE will mature and has the potential to lay the 
foundation for development of an extensive computer aided 
modeling system for the "factory of the future" and other 
\ 
cot,~plex systems. The development of IMADE will not be 
succe.ss·ful .. :if inadequate resources are allocated to the: 
.. 
pro:j:ect. .• 
-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION .. 
The IMADE system is at the beginning of a challenging 
a:nd demanding future. The impact of an easy to use, 
complete, and well thought out implementation of IMADE coul:d 
be tremendous. IMADE is not a revolution in modeling 
methodology, but it is potentially a large enough step 
forward to change the traditional. apprc,aches used in 
modeling complex systems. 
Gen·e·r·alized tools desigile:ci .t·.o :s.0·1v·e: probl.ems· o:ften. run 
into:.. the, :etituation where th·e. tQOl .. is good at. solving s.ome· 
problems. but :·e·xc:eptional at. none.. IMA E attempts to avctid 
·this ·situation ·wi·tn an ·a .. bility to be t ilored to th.e r1e~tl:S 
cff a:. particular :project:. 
The curr.e·nt .speq:i.f icatio:fi. of.. I.MADE addresses ·many o:~ 
the problems of existing methodolo~ies. Hierarchiea, 
t:i,111,i.:ng, .architectural structure, .process definitions; .and 
·1.·og.it-c ·are all aqd1:~$$e<:i in the curr,e:nt IMADE specification •. 
:What: is laclcing in the cu·rr.ent. specification :a:re details .. o:f: 
.h:ow the too:ls that t,.a:c·ilitate doc.ume:n.tati:on of these ·ar.eas: 
func"t;·ion·. ·t·z1 ad.di.tion the ·c.omp·:1.ex pr:o.blem:s: ·involved. i:n :th~-
automat.:ic transla:tion of the ·model into· a simulation have 
n.ot. yet ·b·een ,s·ol·ved.. IMADE attempts to provide the 
r~·s.gur.ces_: reqU.ired to allow automatic generation of a 
a·ynainic: simulation of the model. 
:The IMADE system currE!11tly provides a formal ·st.rue.tu.re: 
usaa to decompose a syst~~ but does not specify a rigorous 
,me.thodio.logy to: per·f..o:rnr :the: ·d:ecompo:sition. This situation .. i.s 
·I 
• 
:like having a programming language and understanding how· tbe 
statements work but not knowing the techniques used to 
create programs. Examples of specifying a methodology are 
rules such as; only allow 5 sub-elements to be formed at 
each detail level or decompose tasks h!erarchically before 
decomposing in a peer to peer manner. These methods will 
need to be developed as IMADE evolves. True perspective of 
how to use the tool must be drawn from an analysis of the 
early experiences with an !MADE implementation. 
hopefully occur soon. 
!MADE is rich with areas in which to perform £µ.tur:e 
research. The application of artificial intelligence (AI) 
technologies to the domain o:t. :lllode·1ing offers many exci t.in·g 
.possibilities. !MADE is a good vehicle that can be used 'to· 
create and evaluate the application of AI in modeling. ·Th·e. 
user inter.f.a9e of IMADE also provides many .opportunities. f:·or 
experimentat.io.ri. Graphic representation, n:atur.a·1 .. 1,anguage, 
·and adaptive r·esponses that learn the 11\0de:l·ing habits .o.f. 
users can be e)tperill\ented with and :applied to th.e. l~DJ!I 
environment. 
. . 
This thesis provides. ·the ,firs't. .s:t.ep in providing a tool 
th.at .can be conside·:red essential in. building the complex· 
.systems required to operate and ... ~~rvive· in toda:ys· 
competiti~e ~na complex world. 
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